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Abstract 
The unveiling of small RNA (sRNA)-mediated gene regulatory pathways has 

profoundly shaped our understanding of the complexity of gene regulation. In eukaryotes, 

sRNAs have been found to control cellular metabolism, growth and differentiation, to 

maintain genome integrity, and to combat viruses and mobile genetic elements. To gain 

insight into the roles of small RNAs in apple and peach, we conducted sRNA-seq, 

computational analysis and molecular experiments to genome-widely characterize their 

microRNAs (miRNAs) and trans-acting siRNA (tasiRNA) pathways.  

We identified totally 75 miRNAs or families, including 23 conserved, 10 less-

conserved and 42 apple-specific ones, and 118 miRNA target genes in apple. Two 

classical trans-acting siRNA (tasiRNA) pathways, miR390-TAS3 and miR828-TAS4, 

were characterized with similar but unique tasiRNA biogenesis profiles and target 

specificities. Importantly, miR159, miR828 and miR858 can collectively target up to 81 

MYB genes potentially involved in diverse aspects of plant growth and development. In 

contrast to the location of the miR159 target site in a sequence-divergent region, the 

target sites of miR828 and miR858 are located in the region encoding the conserved R3 

repeat domain of MYB proteins. 10 out of the 19 miR828-targeted MYBs undergo the 

biogenesis of various phased siRNA (phasiRNA), which potentially regulate diverse 

genes outside the MYB family. In peach, totally 94 miRNAs or families and 80 target 

genes were identified. Similar pathways of tasiRNA (miR828-TAS4 and miR390-TAS3) 

or phasiRNA (miR828-MYB-siRNA) processing were also characterized in peach. 

Taking advantage of reverse computation and public available deep-sequencing data, 

we demonstrated that the miRNA-TAS-PPR-siRNA pathway is a highly dynamic and 

widespread feature of eudicots. Nine eudicot plants, representing six different plant 

families, have evolved similar tasiRNA pathways to instigate phasiRNA production from 

PPR  genes, which are triggered by different 22-nt miRNAs, including miR7122, 
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miR1509, and fve-PPRtri1/2 and through distinct mechanistic strategies, like miRNA 

direct-targeting or indirect-targeting through TAS-like genes, one-hit or two-hit, or even 

two layers of tasiRNA-TAS interactions. We found that the MIRNA genes of these 

miRNA triggers show great identity with the Arabidopsis MIR173, implying a common 

origin of this group of miRNAs (super-miR7122). Combined results from phylogenetic 

analyses and conservation extent profiling revealed that the super-miR7122 was 

potentially evolved from another miRNA superfamily (super-miR4376), which probably 

originated from the miR390. Additionally, the miR482/2118-NB-LRR-siRNA pathway 

was found to be conserved, but evolved with distinct features, in apple and peach.  

Taken together, widespread and complex miRNA and tasiRNA regulatory networks 

have been adapted in apple and peach. They add another crucial layer of regulation on 

gene activity and stability, and must exert essential functions in all aspects of plant life. 
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Chapter 1 

General introduction 
 

The discovery of small [~20-24 nucleotide (nt)] regulatory noncoding RNAs has been 

reshaping our understanding of RNA molecules in the last two decades. These small 

RNAs (sRNAs) regulate the genome function at some of the most important levels, 

including heterochromatin formation, chromosome segregation, gene transcription, RNA 

processing, RNA stability, and gene translation (Baulcombe, 2004; Carthew and 

Sontheimer, 2009). The effects of sRNAs at the transcriptional or post-transcriptional 

level are general inhibitory, and the corresponding regulatory mechanisms are therefore 

collectively referred to as RNA silencing, where sRNAs always serve as specificity 

determinant, directing effector proteins to target nucleic acid molecules via base-pairing 

interactions (Carthew and Sontheimer, 2009; Voinnet, 2009).   

1.1 Small RNAs 

In eukaryotes, the primary RNAs are derived from the decoding of genetic information 

stored in the DNA genome by DNA-dependent RNA polymerases which convert the 

DNA into RNA (transcription). Eukaryotes normally possess three nuclear RNA 

polymerases (Pols) to decipher their genomes, with Pol I specified in the transcription of 

primary transcripts which mature into different catalytic RNA of ribosomes, Pol II 

transcribing thousands of protein-coding genes, long non-coding RNAs and miRNAs, 

and Pol III transcribing several classes of smaller RNAs, such as 5S ribosomal RNA, 

transfer RNA, small regulatory RNAs and short interspersed nuclear elements (Haag and 

Pikaard, 2011). Remarkably, plants have evolved two additional Pols, Pol IV and V, 

which orchestrate non-coding RNA-mediated gene silencing processes. Pol IV is required 

for 24-nt siRNA production and Pol V for siRNA-mediated gene silencing of transposons 

and other repeated elements (Haag and Pikaard, 2011). 

Upon transcription, primary RNAs of specific features are routed into the RNA 

silencing pathway, which share four consensus biochemical steps in plants: (1) induction 

by double-stranded RNA (dsRNA), (2) dsRNA processing into 18-25-nt long sRNAs, (3) 

3'-o-methylation of sRNA, and (4) sRNA incorporation into effector complexes that 
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associate with partially or fully complementary target RNA or DNA (Chapman and 

Carrington, 2007; Voinnet, 2009). These common steps are involved with several core 

components, including RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RDR) proteins, Dicer-like 

ribonucleases  (DCLs), dsRNA binding proteins (DRBs), sRNA methyltransferases and 

Argonaute (AGO) proteins. 

1.2 Core components of RNA silencing pathways in plants 

1.2.1 RNA-dependent RNA polymerase proteins (RDR)  

RDRs are defined by the presence of a conserved RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 

catalytic domain. In eukaryotes, there are three major clades of RDRs, RDRα, RDRβ, and 

RDRγ, and only RDRα and RDRγ genes have been identified in plants (Zong et al., 

2009).  The Arabidopsis possesses six RDR genes (RDR1-6), including three RDRα genes, 

RDR1/2/6, which involve in diverse RNAi processes, and three RDRγ genes, RDR3/4/5, 

whose function awaits clarification. (Willmann et al., 2011). RDR1, RDR2, and RDR6 

convert single-stranded RNAs (ssRNAs) to double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) that are 

subsequently processed into different types of siRNAs targeting specific endogenous loci. 

RDR2 is responsible for the biogenesis of the most abundant endogenous siRNAs in 

plants---heterochromatin siRNAs (hc-siRNAs). RDR2 is also required for the production 

of a class of long siRNAs (23-27-nt) that originate from miRNA-producing stem-loop 

precursor (Chellappan et al., 2010).  RDR6 is involved in the biogenesis of two additional 

types of siRNAs: trans-acting siRNAs and natural antisense siRNA (nat-siRNAs) 

(Peragine et al., 2004; Vazquez et al., 2004; Allen et al., 2005; Borsani et al., 2005; 

Yoshikawa et al., 2005). The major role of RDR1, not as much studied as did RDR2/6, is 

producing and amplifying exogenous, virus-derived siRNAs in infected plants (Wang et 

al., 2010). 

1.2.2 Dicer-like ribonucleases  (DCL) 

The dsRNAs, formed by RDRs, are sebsequently processed into specifically sized 

sRNA duplexes by Dicer-like (DCL1-4) proteins, which is a type of ribonuclease III-like 

enzymes. Arabidopsis has four specialized DCL proteins, which catalyze the formation of 

miRNA (DCL1), 22-nt (DCL2), 24-nt (DCL3) and 21-nt (DCL4) siRNAs from selected 

dsRNA precursors. DCL1 involves in the accurate processing of ~21-nt miRNAs from 
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their foldback precursors (Park et al., 2002; Reinhart et al., 2002). DCL2 plays roles in 

formation of natural antisense siRNAs and in transitive silencing of transgene transcript 

(Borsani et al., 2005; Mlotshwa et al., 2008). DCL3 functions to process RDR2-

dependent dsRNA precursors to produce 24-nt-long siRNAs acting in silencing of 

transposable elements and heterochromatin formation (Cao and Jacobsen, 2002; Xie et al., 

2004). DCL4 generates 21-nt trans-acting siRNAs (tasiRNAs) and exogenous viral 

sRNAs (Xie et al., 2005; Yoshikawa et al., 2005). DCL2 and DCL3 also play a surrogate 

role of DCL4 in antiviral RNA silencing (Bouche et al., 2006; Garcia-Ruiz et al., 2010). 

1.2.3 dsRNA binding proteins (DRB), 

Since DCL proteins do not possess the property of RNA binding, its processing of 

sRNAs from dsRNAs requires a partner that is a double-stranded RNA binding protein 

(DRB). Arabidopsis has a small family of five DRBs (DRB1-5) (Hiraguri et al., 2005). 

DRB1, also known as HYL1, is involved in the DCL1-mediated miRNA processing from 

the foldback precursor, and it probably recruits DCL1 through binding to the 

miRNA/miRNA* duplex and guides the selection of the miRNA strand (Han et al., 2004; 

Eamens et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2010). DRB4 works together with DCL4 involving in 

the biosynthesis of tasiRNAs, exogenous viral siRNA, as well as some miRNAs (Adenot 

et al., 2006; Bouche et al., 2006; Rajagopalan et al., 2006; Nakazawa et al., 2007; Garcia-

Ruiz et al., 2010). DRB2, DRB3, and DRB5 were recently found to function in a non-

canonical miRNA pathway with DRB2 participated in the biogenesis of selected 

miRNAs and DRB3 and DRB5 mediated target gene silencing of DRB2-associated 

miRNAs (Eamens et al., 2012b; Eamens et al., 2012a). 

1.2.4 Small RNA methyltransferase 

After the generation of small RNA duplexes from dsRNAs, these duplexes are 

channeled into a 2'-O-methylation process mediated by methyltransferases. HUA 

ENHANCER1 (HEN1) was first identified in Arabidopsis as a methyltransferase that 

methylates both miRNA and siRNA duplexes (Yu et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2006). HEN1 

homologues, prevalently present in other organisms, were found to methylate sRNAs in 

other plants, piRNAs in animals and AGO2-associated sRNAs in Drosophila (Horwich et 

al., 2007; Kirino and Mourelatos, 2007; Ohara et al., 2007; Abe et al., 2010; Kamminga 
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et al., 2010). 2'-O-methylation on the 3' terminal ribose protects sRNAs from 3'-5' 

degradation and 3' uridylation, serving as a major mechanism modulating the turnover 

rate of sRNAs (Li et al., 2005; Yu et al., 2005; Kamminga et al., 2010). 

1.2.5 Argonaute proteins (AGO) 

The name of ARGONAUTE  (AGO) stemmed from the founding member of the 

Arabidopsis thaliana AGO1, null mutant of which has tubular shaped leaves resembling 

the tentacles of a argonaute squid (Bohmert et al., 1998). Shortly after the discovery of 

the Arabidopsis AGO1, the vital role of AGO proteins in small RNA-directed silencing 

was characterized in numerous organisms (Mallory and Vaucheret, 2010). Based on their 

functional domains, eukaryotic AGO proteins can be divided into two major groups: the 

AGO and the PIWI subfamilies (Hutvagner and Simard, 2008; Vaucheret, 2008). 

Numbers of AGO gene range from 0 in yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae to as many as 27 

in the nematode worm Caenorhabditis elegans, with Drosophila melanogaster and human 

expressing five and eight AGO genes, respectively (Mallory and Vaucheret, 2010). All of 

these AGO proteins fall into both subfamilies, while plant AGO proteins are all restricted 

to the AGO subfamily. In Arabidopsis there are 10 AGO proteins, which is 

phylogenetically classified into three major clades, the AGO1/5/10 clade; the AGO2/3/7 

clade; and the AGO4/6/8/9 clade (Vaucheret, 2008). The working body of RNA silencing 

complexes is defined by an AGO protein and an associated sRNA, which acts as a 

sequence-specific guides leading AGO proteins to perfectly or partially complementary 

RNAs (Mallory and Vaucheret, 2010). Not only can AGO proteins function as Slicer 

proteins, but also regulate target genes through translational inhibition, likely depending 

the degree of complementarity between a small RNA and its target gene. In Arabidopsis, 

transcriptional gene silencing (TGS) and posttranscriptional gene silencing (PTGS) result 

from the action of specialized AGO protein and specialized sRNAs. TGS complexes 

involve AGO proteins from the AGO4/6/9 clade, which typically associate with 24-nt 

sRNAs. By contrast, PTGS complexes involve the cleavage-competent AGO1 and AGO7 

and their associated 21- to 22-nt sRNAs (Mallory and Vaucheret, 2010). AGO1 and 

AGO10 are required for translational control of several miRNA targets (Brodersen et al., 

2008). Recently, AGO10 was found to specifically sequester miR165/166 to regulate 

shoot meristem development (Zhu et al., 2011). Besides the sRNA length, 5' nucleotide 
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identity of sRNAs contribute to the sorting of sRNAs into AGO proteins. AGO1 prefers 

21-22-nt sRNA with a 5' U whereas AGO2 selectively associate with 21-nt 5' A sRNAs; 

the majority of AGO4/6/9 loaded sRNAs are 24-nt long and have a 5' initial A, whereas 

AGO5 preferentially associates with 24-nt sRNA beginning with a 5' C (Mi et al., 2008; 

Havecker et al., 2010).   

 

1.3 Biogenesis and function of small RNAs in plants 

Based on the biogenesis and function properties, sRNAs in plant cells can generally be 

divided into two major categories: microRNAs (miRNAs) and small interfering RNAs 

(siRNAs).  

1.3.1 microRNAs 

Plant miRNAs are predominantly 20-22-nt small RNAs processed from primary 

MIRNA transcripts (pri-miRNA) transcribed by Pol II from long non-coding MIRNA 

genes. The pri-miRNA contains a region of imperfect self-complementarity that folds 

into a stem-loop RNA helix (Voinnet, 2009). The stem-loop structure, the source of 

dsRNAs, is processed by the DCL1 with the aid of two other proteins, the C2H2-zinc 

finger protein SERRATE (SE) and the double -stranded RNA-binding protein 

HYPONASTIC LEAVES1 (HYL1/DRB1), which could facilitate the recognition and 

routing of pri-miRNA and the loading or positioning of DCL1 (Han et al., 2004; Grigg et 

al., 2005; Dong et al., 2008). The DCL1 cleavage of both arms of the stem-loop helix 

releases the miRNA/miRNA* duplex, which possesses a 2-nt overhang at both ends. The 

first cleavage of most MIRNAs is occurred at the loop-distal side of the stem-loop with a 

distance of  ~15-nt from an unpaired region (Mateos et al., 2010; Song et al., 2010; 

Werner et al., 2010), although the MIR159/319 family is cleaved loop-side first  (Addo-

Quaye et al., 2009; Bologna et al., 2009).The mature miRNA/miRNA* duplex is then 

methylated at both 3' ends by the S-adenosyl methionine-dependent methyltransferase 

HEN1 and transferred to the cytoplasm with the aid of HASRTY protein (Yu et al., 2005). 

The final step of miRNA maturation is the separation of the miRNA and miRNA*and 

incorporation of the mature miRNA into an AGO effector protein. The differential 
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thermostability of the miRNA/miRNA* duplex ends and the HYL1/DRB1 contributes to 

the selection of mature miRNA strand (Takeda et al., 2008; Eamens et al., 2009). 

The major role of plant miRNAs is regulating their target genes through mRNA 

slicing, although translational repression of target genes by miRNAs is widely present 

(Voinnet, 2009). These two layers of regulation, protein production and RNA stability 

control, often coincide spatially or temporally (Voinnet, 2009). However, the functional 

analysis of plant miRNAs has been focused on their slicing roles so far. Based on the 

conservation extent, plants miRNAs can be grouped into conserved, and lineage/species-

specific miRNAs (Jones-Rhoades et al., 2006; Axtell and Bowman, 2008). There are 23 

conserved miRNAs (or families) which is present in the common ancestor of 

spermatophyte (Jones-Rhoades et al., 2006; Cuperus et al., 2011). These conserved 

miRNAs are usually of high expression in cells and targeting pivotal transcription factors 

playing critical roles in diverse developmental stages or metabolic pathways. For 

instances, the sequential action of miR156 and miR172 coordinates the developmental 

phase transition of Arabidopsis (Wu et al., 2009), and miR165/166 regulate shoot apical 

meristem development through targeting class III homeodomain-leucine zipper (HD-ZIP 

III) transcription factor (Zhu et al., 2011). By contrast, the lineage/species-specific 

miRNAs are of a relatively low abundance, and are thought to be less functionally 

essential, thus less well-characterized (Jones-Rhoades et al., 2006). 

1.3.2 Small interfering RNAs  

Another class of sRNAs, small interfering RNAs (siRNA), accounts for the majority 

of the sRNA population in plants. Most of siRNA are of 24-nt in length and derived from 

repetitive genomic elements including centromeres, transposons and retrotransposons, 

which are targets of DNA methylation and heterochromatin formation, thus this class of 

24-nt siRNAs are referred to as heterochromatin siRNA (hc-siRNAs) or repeat-associated 

siRNAs (ra-siRNAs) (Rajagopalan et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006; Law and Jacobsen, 

2010). First Pol IV generates single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) transcripts from these 

repetitive loci (Pontier et al., 2005). ssRNAs are then converted to dsRNAs by RDR2, 

which are subsequently chopped into 24-nt siRNA duplexes by DCL3 (Law and Jacobsen, 

2010). Mature siRNAs are incorporated into the AGO4-family protein complex to direct 

RNA-dependent DNA methylation (RdDM)of target DNA loci. The siRNA mediated 
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RdDM are associated with diverse critical biological processes, including transposition 

control, heterochromatin establishment, and post-transcriptional gene regulation (Matzke 

et al., 2009; Allen and Howell, 2010; Law and Jacobsen, 2010). 

1.3.3 Trans-acting siRNAs 

Apart from the predominant 24-nt siRNA, plants also produce a 21-nt class of siRNA, 

trans-acting siRNAs (tasiRNA). The biogenesis of tasiRNAs relies on a miRNA cleavage 

on their non-coding transcripts of trans-acting siRNA genes (TAS), after which one of the 

cleaved fragments is stabilized by SUPPRESSOR OF GENE SILENCING3 (SGS3) and 

converted into dsRNA by RDR6 (Peragine et al., 2004; Yoshikawa et al., 2005). DCL4 is 

recruited to the miRNA cleavage site and sequentially processes the dsRNA into 21-nt 

tasiRNA duplexes, thus all the tasiRNAs are in phase with the cleavage site (Allen et al., 

2005; Yoshikawa et al., 2005; Axtell et al., 2006). Like miRNA, tasiRNAs are 

incorporated into AGO effector complexes to exert slicing activity in trans to target 

genes.  

22-nt miRNAs trigger secondary siRNA production from their targeted transcripts, 

and the miRNA triggers are often with a 5'-end U, implying an association of the AGO1 

complex (Chen et al., 2010; Cuperus et al., 2010). To date, four classical TAS gene 

families have been well characterized in Arabidopsis, including the TAS1/2, TAS3, and 

TAS4 targeted by miR173, miR390, and miR828, respectively (Allen et al., 2005; Axtell 

and Bartel, 2005; Yoshikawa et al., 2005; Rajagopalan et al., 2006). After the miR173-

guided cleavage in TAS1/2, the poly(A) end fragment is routed into dsRNA formation 

and ensuing production of tasiRNAs targeting several PPR genes which might serve roles 

in cytoplasmic male sterility (Yoshikawa et al., 2005; Howell et al., 2007). Similarly, the 

miR828 directs the tasiRNA biogenesis from the poly(A) side after its cleavage in TAS4, 

and one of its derived tasiRNAs regulate several MYB genes associated with anthocyanin 

biogenesis (Rajagopalan et al., 2006; Luo et al., 2011). Distinct from the 22-nt miR173 

and miR828 which trigger siRNA production with only one target site bearing in the 

target gene (one hit), the 21-nt miR390 instigates the tasiRNA production from TAS3 

through a different "two-hit" mechanism, with the TAS3 gene bearing two miR390 target 

sites, a noncleavable 5' site and a cleavable 3' site (Axtell et al., 2006). After the cleavage 

of the 3' site, the cap-end fragment, instead of the poly(A)-end fragment, is converted to 
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dsRNAs and ensuing tasiRNA is produced in a 3'-5' direction, thus all the tasiRNAs are 

in phase with the 3' cleavage site (Allen et al., 2005; Axtell et al., 2006). Two tasiRNAs 

(also termed as tasiARFs) target auxin responsive factors, which play essential roles in 

leaf patterning and organ development (Allen et al., 2005; Axtell et al., 2006; Fahlgren et 

al., 2006).  

Additionally, protein-coding genes are also channeled into secondary siRNA 

production by 22-nt miRNAs or tasiRNAs (Howell et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2011; Zhai 

et al., 2011). These secondary siRNAs are collectively referred to as phased siRNAs 

(phasiRNAs), some of which may target genes in trans (tasiRNAs) or may act in cis 

(casiRNAs ), but the exact function for most phasiRNAs remains unexplored (Zhai et al., 

2011).  

1.3.4 Other types of sRNAs 

Mant other types of sRNAs have also been reported in plants. Natural anti-sense 

siRNAs (nat-siRNAs) are processed from dsRNAs derived from convergent transcription 

of adjacent genes, which are induced by abiotic and biotic stresses or in specific 

developmental stages (Borsani et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2012). The biogenesis of nat-

siRNAs requires DCL1 or DCL2, RDR6, and PolIV in Arabidopsis (Borsani et al., 2005). 

Recently a novel class of 21-nt sRNAs is found to be involved in DNA double-strand 

breaks (DSBs) repair, and are referred to as DSB-induced sRNA (diRNAs). Its biogenesis 

requires the PI3 kinase, PolIV, and DCL proteins in Arabidopsis (Wei et al., 2012). 

1.4 High-throughput next generation sequencing technology 

As early as 1993, long before the mechanism of RNA silencing was uncovered, the 

first small RNA, now known as miRNA lin-4, was identified in Caenorhabditis elegans 

by forward genetic studies (Lee et al., 1993). The identification of a second miRNA, also 

through forward genetics in C. elegans, let-7 prompted the search of other small RNAs, 

and tens of miRNAs were found in several animal species through direct cloning. Since 

then direct cloning as well as bioinformatics prediction have revealed a large complement 

of miRNAs in diverse animal and plant species (Chen, 2009). After the first successful 

application of high-throughput next-generation DNA sequencing (NGS, also termed as 

deep-sequencing) technology for sRNA sequencing (Lu et al., 2005), the characterization 
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of sRNAs has been booming to all kind of species and this NGS technology has become 

the authentic approach to genome-widely profile the sRNA population in cells.  

Compared to the traditional Sanger sequencing protocols, the NGS is of advantage in 

many aspects. The NGS is of extremely large capacity, i.e., it can conduct numerous 

sequence determinations in parallel without prior knowledge of sequence information. 

Apart from providing nucleotide-order information, the results of NGS can reflect the 

relative expression level of every single sequence. Moreover the NGS is more labor-, 

cost-, and time-effective. It can finish the resequencing of a human genome within hours. 

Therefore, the NGS has been used for many applications, including human genome 

resequencing, de nove assemblies of bacterial and low eukaryotic genomes, transcriptome 

cataloguing (RNA-seq), small RNA repertoire characterization (sRNA-seq), genome-

wide profiling of epigenetic marks (methyl-seq) and chromatin structure (ChIP-seq), and 

species classification and new gene discovery by metagenomic studies (Metzker, 2010).  
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Abstract 

TasiRNAs are a major class of small RNAs performing essential biological functions 

in plants. The first-reported tasiRNA pathway of miR173-TAS1/2 produces tasiRNAs 

regulating a set of PPR genes and has been characterized only in Arabidopsis to date. 

Here we demonstrate that the miRNA-TAS-PPR-siRNA pathway is a highly dynamic and 

widespread feature of eudicots. Nine eudicot plants, representing six different plant 

families, have evolved similar tasiRNA pathways to instigate phasiRNA production from 

PPR genes, which are triggered by different 22-nt miRNAs, including miR7122, 

miR1509, and fve-PPRtri1/2, and through distinct mechanistic strategies exploiting 

miRNA direct-targeting or indirect-targeting through TAS-like genes (TASL), one-hit or 

two-hit, or even two layers of tasiRNA-TASL interactions. Intriguingly, although those 

miRNA triggers display high sequence divergence caused by the occurrence of frequent 

point mutations and splicing shifts, their corresponding MIRNA genes show pronounced 

identity with the Arabidopsis MIR173, implying a common origin of this group of 

miRNAs (super-miR7122). Further analyses reveal that super-miR7122 may have 

evolved from a newly defined miR4376 superfamily, which probably originated from the 

widely conserved miR390. The elucidation of this novel evolutionary path expands our 

understanding of the course of miRNA evolution, especially for relatively conserved 

miRNA families. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Small RNAs (sRNAs), typically 20-24 nucleotides (nt) long, are important gene and 

chromatin regulators in plants. MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are 20-22-nt RNAs that negatively 

regulate target genes through homology-directed mRNA cleavage or translational 

inhibition at the post-transcriptional level (Bartel, 2004; Voinnet, 2009). Another class of 

sRNAs, small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), account for the majority of the sRNA 

repertoire in cells and are implicated in a variety of processes, including combatting viral 

and transposon replication, establishment and maintenance of heterochromatin, and post-

transcriptional gene regulation (Baulcombe, 2004; Jones-Rhoades et al., 2006; Matzke et 

al., 2009; Law and Jacobsen, 2010). Trans-acting siRNAs (tasiRNAs) are a class of 21-nt 

siRNAs which direct sequence-specific cleavage of their target genes, as do miRNAs. 

TasiRNA biogenesis from trans-acting siRNA transcripts (TAS) requires an initial 

cleavage of the mRNA transcripts by a specific miRNA, after which one of the cleaved 

products is made double-stranded by RNA-DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE 6 

(RDR6), and subsequently diced by DICER-LIKE ENZYME 4 (DCL4) into 21-nt 

species; these 21-nt secondary siRNAs have a characteristic phased pattern initiating at 

the miRNA cleavage site (Vazquez et al., 2004; Allen et al., 2005; Yoshikawa et al., 

2005). Some of the phased siRNAs (phasiRNAs) may further target their parental genes 

in cis or other genes in trans , distinguishing them as either casiRNAs (cis-acting RNAs) 

or tasiRNAs, respectively (Zhai et al., 2011).  

To date, four TAS gene families have been well characterized in Arabidopsis, 

including the “one-hit” AtTAS1/2/4 initiated by a single target site of a 22-nt miRNA 

(“122”, miR173 or miR828) and the “two-hit” AtTAS3 with two target sites of the 21-nt 

miR390 (“221”) (Yoshikawa et al., 2005; Axtell et al., 2006; Rajagopalan et al., 2006). 

MiR173-targed TAS1/2 produce tasiRNAs targeting a few pentatricopeptide repeat-

containing proteins (PPRs) (Yoshikawa et al., 2005; Howell et al., 2007), miR828-TAS4-

derived siRNA81(-) targets genes coding MYB transcription factors (MYBs) 

(Rajagopalan et al., 2006; Luo et al., 2012; Xia et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2012) while 

miR390-TAS3-spawned tasiARFs regulate genes coding for auxin responsive factors 

(ARFs) (Williams et al., 2005; Fahlgren et al., 2006; Xia et al., 2012). Although miR828 

was originally identified as a trigger of phasiRNA production solely for the non-coding 
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TAS4 in Arabidopsis, it was later found to trigger phasiRNA production in a few MYB-

encoding genes as well (Xia et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2012). In fact, phasiRNA production 

has been demonstrated to occur in numerous protein-coding genes, including those 

coding for nucleotide-binding site leucine-rich repeat proteins (NB-LRRs) (Klevebring et 

al., 2009; Zhai et al., 2011; Shivaprasad et al., 2012), MYBs (Xia et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 

2012), PPRs  (Chen et al., 2007; Howell et al., 2007), Ca2+-ATPase (Wang et al., 2011), 

and TIR/AFB2 (transport inhibitor response 1 / auxin signaling F-box protein 2) auxin 

receptors (Si-Ammour et al., 2011).  In most cases, the miRNA triggers are 22-nt and act 

through the 122 mode, while a few of them, such as miR156 and miR172, are 21-nt and 

act together to function (like miR390) via the 221 mode (Zhai et al., 2011). Although 

originally described for 21-nt miRNAs, the two-hit mechanism can also employ 22-nt 

miRNAs, as in the case of miR1509 in Medicago truncatula that triggers phasiRNA 

biogenesis through binding and cleavage at two sites in its target gene (Zhai et al., 2011). 

Intriguingly, but apparently rarely, 22-nt tasiRNAs can also serve as effective triggers of 

phasiRNAs, as in the case of a predominantly 22-nt TAS2-derived tasiRNA 3' D6(-) (also 

termed as tasiR2140) that is capable of initiating phasiRNA biogenesis in PPRs, while 

one of the TAS1c-derived 21-nt tasiRNAs works together with miR173 to delimit the 

boundary of phasiRNA production along the cleaved transcript (Yoshikawa et al., 2005; 

Howell et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2010; Rajeswaran et al., 2012). Evidently, both miRNA 

and tasiRNA can exploit different mechanisms to precisely trigger and define phasiRNA 

production in specific gene regions. 

In contrast to the broad conservation of the miR390-TAS3 pathway in seed plants and 

the miR828-TAS4 pathway in eudicots, the miR173-TAS1/2 pathway has not been 

reported in species beyond Arabidopsis (Axtell et al., 2006; Cuperus et al., 2011; Luo et 

al., 2012),. Several models have been proposed for the evolution of plant MIRNAs (Allen 

et al., 2004; Felippes et al., 2008; Piriyapongsa and Jordan, 2008), however, a complete 

view of how most individual MIRNAs originated and evolved is still lacking, especially 

for the relatively conserved MIRNAs. In this study, we characterized a widely-adapted 

miRNA-TAS-PPR-siRNA regulatory circuit in eudicots. The initial miRNA triggers of 

PPR phasiRNA production share a common ancestor with miR173. We also demonstrate 
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that these miRNA triggers are evolutionarily related to the highly conserved miR390 

family, revealing a novel miRNA evolutionary history.  

 

4.2 Results 

4.2.1 PHAS gene identification with reverse computation 

Plant genomes are rich in coding genes or non-coding genomic loci capable of 

producing 21-nt siRNAs (Howell et al., 2007; Johnson et al., 2009; Zhai et al., 2011; 

Zhang et al., 2012). Twenty-two nucleotide miRNAs can trigger the production of 

secondary phasiRNAs, which are generally 21-nt in length and in phase with the miRNA 

cleavage site, from the 5' end of the 3' cleavage product of their targeted transcripts (Chen 

et al., 2010; Cuperus et al., 2010). Both coding genes and non-coding transcripts capable 

of phasiRNA production (PHAS genes) have been identified in many species but efficient 

identification of these PHAS genes and their miRNA trigger remains challenging. We 

developed customized computation pipelines for genome-wide identification of PHAS 

genes and their corresponding miRNA triggers. The process, named as reverse 

computation, is illustrated in Figure 1A, and includes a p-value-based strategy similar to 

that of Chen et al. (2007), to first retrieve PHAS genes and then identify their 

corresponding triggers. 

We first tested our pipelines in peach using its annotated transcriptome. From the four 

peach deep-sequencing sRNA libraries available, we were able to identify 350 PHAS 

gene candidates, of which 263 (about 75%) protein-coding genes were capable of 

secondary siRNA production with a p-value ≤ 0.001 (Figure 1B), a threshold proposed by 

Chen et al. (2007), including 94 NB-LRR defense genes, 20 PPR genes, 10 kinase-like 

genes, and other genes coding for transcription factors (MYB, NAC, TIR/AFB) or sRNA 

biogenesis related genes (SGS, AGO and DCL) (Table 1; see Supplemental Table 1 

online). Members of these gene families have been reported to produce secondary 

siRNAs in other plants, like Medicago and soybean (Zhai et al., 2011). Additional PHAS 

genes encode other proteins like UDP-glucosyl transferase and the dehydration 

responsive protein RD22 (Table 1). Two TAS genes, miR390-targeted TAS3 and miR828-

targeted TAS4 which produce tasiRNAs (Zhu et al., 2012), were retrieved with an 
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extremely low p-value in a genome-wide profiling of non-coding PHAS loci (Table 1). 

Our reverse computation analysis also helped identify triggers for these PHAS genes, 

including miR482/2118 as the trigger for NB-LRRs, miR828 for MYBs, miR393 for 

TIR/AFBs, and miR168 for AGOs (Table 1). These results verified our computation 

pipelines as a valid and efficient means for the identification of PHAS genes and their 

miRNA triggers.  

 

4.2.2 miR7122 as a trigger for phasiRNA production in both PPRs and TAS-like loci 

in peach 

Our initial analysis showed that 23 peach PPR genes produced phasiRNAs (including 

three with p-value > 0.001; see Supplemental Table 2 online).  MiR161, miR400 and 

miR173 directly or indirectly trigger the phasiRNA production of PPR genes in 

Arabidopsis (Axtell et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2007; Howell et al., 2007). In searching for 

homologs of these miRNAs, however, using the current criterion for miRNA families (≤ 

4 base differences) (Meyers et al., 2008), these miRNAs appears to be absent from peach 

(Zhu et al., 2012), suggesting different miRNAs might trigger the PPR phasiRNAs. To 

address this, we profiled all the possible sRNA complementary sites for the 23 PPR 

genes and identified a confident target site [alignment score (AS) ≤ 5] in 10 out of the 23 

PPRs for ppe-miR7122, with cleavage in three putative PHAS PPRs supported by PARE 

data (see Supplemental Table 2 online)(Zhu et al., 2012). Detailed examination of the 

mapping profile revealed that the miR7122 cleavage site set the phase of the phasiRNA 

production (Figure 1D). In peach, two miR7122 variants (a/b) were identified, both of 

which possess all the features required to trigger phasiRNA biogenesis: 22-nt in length, 5' 

terminal U, and a bulge-bearing stem-loop precursor (Figure 1C) (Chen et al., 2010; 

Manavella et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2012).  

In Arabidopsis, PPRs are targeted not only by miR161, miR400 and miR173, but also 

by TAS1/2-derived tasiRNAs. To ascertain whether ppe-miR7122 also indirectly targets 

PPRs through trans-acting siRNAs, we performed a genome-wide search for ppe-

miR7122 targeted genomic loci and found that two loci, separated in the genome by 

about 4500 bp, were cleaved by ppe-miR7122 and generated robust siRNAs (Figure 2). 

These loci, which share 78% sequence identity and appear to be non-protein coding, are 
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likely to represent TAS-like genes, hereafter referred to as PpTASL1 and PpTASL2. The 

majority of tasiRNA generated at the poly(A) proximal end fell into the second phase 

(Figure 2A, see Supplemental Figure 1A online), and several phased siRNAs, as expected, 

were predicted to target PPRs in trans (Figure 2B; see Supplemental Table 3 online). In 

particular, two tasiRNAs [PpTASL1-3' D2(-) or PpTASL2-3' D2(-)], predominantly 22-nt 

in length, potentially target 14 PHAS PPRs (AS ≤ 5) and trigger subsequent phasiRNA 

production, based on the siRNA matching pattern (see Supplemental Figure 1B online). 

Six out of these 14 PHAS PPRs have either no or a less cleavage-favorable (AS > 5) 

target site for ppe-MIR7122 (see Supplemental Table 2 online), indicating synergistic and 

complementary roles of these TASL-derived tasiRNAs with the ppe-miR7122. Similar 

22-nt tasiRNA triggering of siRNA production in PPRs and reinforcement of the 

silencing effect have also been reported in the miR173-TAS2-PPR pathway in 

Arabidopsis (Yoshikawa et al., 2005; Howell et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2010). Thus, as 

illustrated in Figure 3 (category I), the ppe-miR7122 in peach is, like miR173 in 

Arabidopsis, able to trigger siRNA production from PPR genes by direct targeting or 

through an additional indirect TASL-tasiRNA path.  

 

4.2.3 Apple miR7122 triggers the phasiRNA production of PPR genes only through 

tasiRNAs with a two-hit 222 mode  

The identification of a homologous miR7122 (mdm-miR7122, Figure 1C) in our 

previous study in apple (Xia et al., 2012) prompted us to evaluate whether an analogous 

miR7122-(TASL)-PPR-siRNA pathway was conserved in apple. After examining the 

apple small RNA data, 15 PPRs (three with p-value > 0.001) were retrieved from our 

phasing analysis (see Supplemental Table 4 online), indicating that apple PPRs are 

channeled into phasiRNA biogenesis as well. However, reverse computation failed to 

identify any complementary target sites for mdm-miR7122 within these PHAS PPR 

genes. Instead, two 22-nt sRNAs located tandemly in the apple genome were found to be 

potential triggers. Analysis of sequence folding (e.g. secondary structure) failed to 

identify possible stem-loop structures for the precursor locus, suggesting these two 

sRNAs are unlikely to be miRNAs, for which biosynthesis requires a canonical stem-loop 

structure. The question of how these two sRNAs originated inspired us to examine the 
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sRNA population matched to the precursor locus. We found that extremely abundant 

siRNAs were produced from this locus (Figure 4A). Trigger identification for this locus 

revealed that mdm-miR7122 was the potential trigger of siRNA production. Curiously, 

two target sites of mdm-miR7122, 792 bp apart, were found in this locus, and siRNAs 

predominantly 21-nt in length with some 22-nt siRNAs (Figure 4E) were profusely 

produced only from the region bordered by the two mdm-miR7122 target sites (Figure 

4A). Both target sites are predicted to be cleavable based on the sequence-pairing, but we 

only confirmed the cleavage of the 5' site using 5'-RLM-RACE, which was consistent 

with the bulk of siRNAs in phase with the 5' cleavage site (Figure 4A and 4B; see 

Supplemental Figure 1C online). However, the majority of 21 tasiRNAs fell into the third 

register (a two nucleotide shift), instead of the first register that is in phase with the 5' 

cleavage site (see Supplemental Figure 1C online). This out-of-phase phenomenon was 

also observed for other TAS or PHAS genes, perhaps due to slippage of the Dicer activity 

or reinforcement of cis-acting tasiRNAs (Axtell et al., 2006; Zhai et al., 2011; 

Rajeswaran et al., 2012; Xia et al., 2012). Since the nucleotide sequence of this PHAS 

locus appears not to code a polypeptide of any significant length or homology, we 

denoted it as MdTASL1. 

In total, 233 siRNA species were produced from MdTASL1, 123 of which had both 21-

nt and 22-nt variants (Figure 4F); over half of these siRNAs (135 out of 233) were 

predicted to be capable of targeting PPR genes in apple (AS ≤ 5, Figure 4F; see 

Supplemental Table 5 online). Deeper sequence analyses uncovered that MdTASL1 has a 

duplicated 83-nt sequence (R1 and R2) 78-nt away from the 5' cleavage site (Figure 4B), 

and the two 22-nt tasiRNAs triggering siRNA production from PPR genes are located in 

tandem within this repetitive region (Figure 4B and 4C). One is in phase with the 5' 

cleavage site in the R1 repeat, while the other is in phase in the R2 repeat (Figure 4C).  

Accordingly, we designated these two siRNAs as 3' D6(-) and 3' D11(-) in accordance 

with their phase position (Figure 4C). They potentially co-target a 44-nt region in PPR 

genes which encodes a peptide of 14 amino acids spanning the adjacent parts of two PPR 

repeats (Figure 4D); the 3' D11(-)-mediated cleavage of three PPR genes was confirmed 

by the PARE data (see Supplemental Table 5 online). Taken together, we conclude that, 

distinct from the ppe-miR7122 which targets PPR directly or indirectly through TAS-like 
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genes, mdm-miR7122 triggers PPR phasiRNA production solely by targeting MdTASL1 

through a two-hit 222 mode (Figure 3, category III). 

 

4.2.4 The MiRNA-TAS-PPR-siRNA pathway is more robust in strawberry 

To ascertain whether analogous pathways are conserved in Rosaceae species, we 

conducted sRNA deep-sequencing and similar reverse computation analyses in 

strawberry. Nineteen PPR genes (see Supplemental Table 6 online, including eight PPRs 

not annotated accurately and one with p-value > 0.001) were shown to produce 

phasiRNAs; two 22-nt miRNAs with critical structural features (22-nt in length, 5' 

terminal U, and a bulge-bearing stem-loop precursor) were identified as potential triggers. 

Pairwise comparison of their sequences revealed that they share 16 identical nucleotides 

with a 4-nt mutual shift (Figure 5A), but both show high sequence divergence (> 7 base 

differences) relative to the miR7122 conserved in peach and apple. We designated these 

as the strawberry PPR triggers 1 and 2 (fve-PPRtri1/2). The high similarity of these two 

trigger miRNAs showed an 18-base overlap of their target sites, with the target site of 

fve-PPRtri1 shifted 4-nt toward the 5' end of target genes relative to fve-PPRtri2 (Figure 

5B). Apart from the PPR genes, fve-PPRtri1/2 appeared to target five other putative 

coding genes and 18 non-coding TAS-like loci in the strawberry genome, suggesting fve-

PPRtri1/2 have gained targets outside the PPR family and thus are involved in a more 

extensive trans-acting network (Figure 5B; see Supplemental Table 7 online). It is 

noteworthy that five TAS-like loci are clustered in the same scaffold (scf05113146), with 

three residing within a ~9 kb region (see Supplemental Figure 2 and Supplemental Table 

7 online). They all show low similarity to PPR genes, and several phasiRNAs derived 

from these TAS-like loci have the potential to target PPR genes, indicative of a trans-

acting role in line with that of TAS1/2 in Arabidopsis. Thus, as shown in Figure 3 

(category I), fve-PPRtri1/2 directly or indirectly trigger the phasiRNA production of PPR 

genes, like ppe-miR7122, but in a much more robust way. 

 

4.2.5 Legume plants evolved a similar miRNA-TAS-PPR-siRNA pathway with 

distinct mechanistic modes.  
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Regulation of PPR transcripts via secondary siRNA production has been reported for 

several plant species, including Arabidopsis (Howell et al., 2007), soybean (Zhai et al., 

2011), and poplar (Klevebring et al., 2009), indicating a broad existence for this pathway. 

Zhai et al. (2011) reported several PHAS PPR genes, but their miRNA triggers are 

currently unknown. To explore whether the pathway(s) by which PPR genes produce 

phasiRNAs in soybean shares features with those in the Rosaceae, we analyzed publicly 

available sRNA data from soybean. This identified a regulatory pathway consisting of 

two layers of TASL-tasiRNA interactions (Figure 5C; see Supplemental Figure 3 online).  

First, a 22-nt miR1509 targets a transcript derived from an intergenic locus (GmTASL-L1) 

and initiates a first layer of siRNA biogenesis via a possible 222 mode. Subsequently, a 

22-nt tasiRNA [GmTASL-L1-D2(-)] from this locus triggers a second layer of siRNA 

biogenesis from another intergenic non-coding locus GmTASL-L2, previously reported by 

Zhai et al. (2011) (Figure 5C; see Supplemental Figure 3 online). GmTASL-L2 generates 

21 or 22-nt phased tasiRNAs, some of which are able to target PPR genes and 

subsequently initiate siRNA production (Figure 5C; see Supplemental Table 8 online). 

Eight of 13 PHAS PPRs have a target site complementary to gma-miR1508, for which 

cleavage in five PPRs was confirmed in the PARE data and also resulted in phasiRNA 

production (see Supplemental Figure 3 and Supplemental Table 8 online). A similar two-

layer pathway was also identified in Medicago truncatula, another legume species 

(Figure 5C; see Supplemental Figure 3 online), although we failed to identify gma-

miR1508 homologues for that species. An additional layer of complexity in soybean and 

Medicago is that the tasiRNA TASL-L1-D2(-) is capable of directly targeting PPR genes 

and initiating subsequent siRNA production, with the cleavage of a Medicago PHAS PPR 

gene (Medtr1g043080) by MtTASL-L1-D2(-) confirmed by PARE data (see Supplemental 

Table 8 online). In summary, PPR phasiRNA biogenesis can be initiated indirectly by 

miR1509 through one or two layers of TASL-tasiRNA interactions in both soybean and 

Medicago, with the miR1508-PPR-siRNA pathway present only in soybean (Figure 3, 

category IV). 

 

4.2.6 miRNA triggers share a common origin and the miRNA-TAS-PPR-siRNA 

pathway is conserved in many other species. 
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The functional similarity of miR173, miR7122, fve-PPRtri1/2, and miR1509 as 

triggers of the production of tasiRNAs targeting PPR genes raised the question of 

whether these miRNA triggers are evolutionarily related. To address this question, we 

performed a multiple alignment using the foldback sequences of eight relevant MIRNA 

genes (Figure 6A).  Surprisingly, we found that with the exception of the ath-

MIR173/mtr-MIR1509b pair for which the identity was only 52%, all interspecies 

pairwise comparisons revealed high levels of identity, ranging from 60% to 85% (Figure 

6B).  In particular, the miRNA and miRNA* as well as their adjacent sequences are 

highly conserved (Figure 6A; see Supplemental Figure 4A online). Three of the eight 

MIRNAs show different processing positions with a 5-nt shift toward the 5' end occurring 

for ath-miR173 and fve-PPRtri2, and a 1-nt shift for fve-PPRtri1 (Figure 6A). Our results 

strongly suggest that these eight MIRNA genes, including MIR173, MIR7122s, fve-

PPRTRI1/2, and MIR1509s, evolved from a common ancestor.  

To examine the conservation of these miR7122-related miRNAs and their functions in 

plants, we used publicly available deep-sequencing data to retrieve miR7122 homologues 

from five additional species including tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum, nta-miR7122), grape 

(Vitis vinifera, vvi-miR7122), citrus (Citrus sinensis csi-miR7122), tree cotton 

(Gossypium arboreum, gar-miR7122), and lettuce (Lactuca sativa, lsa-miR7122), all of 

which are of the same splicing pattern as ppe-miR7122 without any miRNA shift (Figure 

6C). Using reverse computation, we identified the miR7122-TAS-PPR-siRNA pathway in 

these species, except in tree cotton and lettuce due to the absence of their sequenced 

genomes. In citrus, in addition to the miR7122 homologue (a 22-nt isoform of csi-

miR3954; derived from a different MIRNA gene), we identified another miRNA trigger 

(csi-miRC1, see Supplemental Figure 5 online), which is predicted to directly target a 

PHAS PPR gene (see Supplemental Table 9 online). Similarly, we identified in poplar 

another 22-nt miRNA as the trigger of the TAS-PPR-siRNA pathway, ptc-miR6427, 

instead of a miR7122 homologue (see Supplemental Table 9 online). Evidently, 

regulation of PPR genes mediated by miR7122 homologues is widespread in plants but 

with great mechanistic plasticity and diversity. Taken together, these pathways appear to 

fall into four categories as outlined in Figure 3.  
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Next, to examine the degree of homology shared by PHAS PPRs from different 

species, a total of 91 PHAS PPR gene sequences retrieved from eight species were 

subjected to phylogenetic analysis. These PPRs generally clustered together into species-

specific subclasses (see Supplemental Figure 6A online), and the target site for miRNA 

or tasiRNAs appeared to be randomly distributed along or outside the PPR repeat-coding 

region (see Supplemental Figure 6B online), implying that the strategy of targeting PPRs 

by miRNAs or tasiRNAs may have evolved relatively quickly after the divergence of 

these plant species, consistent with the extraordinary evolutionary plasticity of PPR genes 

in plants (O'Toole et al., 2008).  

 

4.2.7 miR7122 shares, to various degree, sequence identity with many other miRNAs 

The identification of the homologous relationship among miR7122-homologous 

miRNAs indicates that miRNAs of a common ancestor and similar function are often 

divergent (> 4 bases) or shifted along the precursor (> 2 bases). Therefore, we applied 

more permissive search parameters to identify close relatives of miR7122. We found that 

miR7122 shares substantial identity with miR4376, especially in grape, in which vvi-

miR4376 (see Supplemental Figure 7 online) and vvi-miR7122 share 17 nucleotides with 

60% sequence identity detected over the length of the MIRNA foldback sequences (see 

Supplemental Figure 4B online). A deeper search in miRbase uncovered several other 

miRNAs that shared identity with miR7122 or miR4376, including the widely conserved 

miR390, and the lineage/species-specific miRNAs such as miR391, miR1432, miR5225 

and miR3627. Multiple alignments revealed a 13-nt core sequence highly conserved 

among these miRNAs (Figure 6D), suggestive of a potential common origin. The core 

sequence, which shows relatively more sequence divergence among the miR7122 

homologues (including miR7122, miR1509, miR173, and miR3954, Figure 6D), is not 

consistently positioned within the miRNAs from different families, for instance, 

miR1432 shifted three nucleotides in the 3' direction while miR173 shifted five 

nucleotides in the 5' direction, compared to miR390 (Figure 6D), indicating the common 

occurrence of sequence mutation and miRNA shifts during evolution within this group of 

plant miRNAs.  
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4.2.8 Potential evolution of MIR7122s from MIR390s via MIR4376s 

Next, we asked how these miRNA families evolved in the plant kingdom. The 

sequence similarity described above for these miRNAs provided a strong clue that they 

may have evolved from a common, ancestral MIRNA gene. To test this possibility, we 

performed phylogenetic analysis for all the MIRNA genes from these families. Given that 

only the sequences of miRNA and miRNA* in the foldback sequences are relatively 

conserved during evolution (Jones-Rhoades et al., 2006; Fahlgren et al., 2010; Ma et al., 

2010) and that frequent miRNA sequence shift was observed in this group of miRNAs 

(Figure 6D), to obtain a confident multiple alignment which is the requirement of 

accurate phylogenetic analysis, we used the sequences consisting of the miRNA, 

miRNA* and five nucleotides of their flanking sequences at each end to perform 

alignment and subsequent phylogenetic tree construction.  

As shown in the unrooted tree in Figure 7A, the MIRNA genes of miR390, a highly 

conserved miRNA family of great sequence consistency (≤ 2 nucleotide differences) and 

of extremely conserved biological function in plants, represented a basal clade and a 

separate group independent of other MIRNA genes. As expected, MIR7122 homologues 

constituted one of the two major clades other than MIR390 members, with MIR7122 

genes dispersed among the MIR173 and MIR1509 taxa (Figure 7A). We designated this 

clade as the superfamily of MIR7122 (super-MIR7122). Unexpectedly, MIRNA genes of 

miR391 members, previously classified into the miR390 family (Xie et al., 2005; 

Cuperus et al., 2011), were grouped into a separate clade with MIR4376, MIR1432, 

MIR3627 and MIR5225.  Pairwise sequence comparisons revealed that miR391 showed 

greater identity with miR4376 compared to miR390, especially for mdm-miR391 and 

gma-miR4376, which has only two nucleotide differences (Figure 7A; see Supplemental 

Figure 4C online). We identified a complementary site for ath-miR391 in the Arabidopsis 

gene coding for Ca2+-ATPase 10 [AtACA10 (AT4G29900)] (see Supplemental Table 10 

online), which is also suggestive of the closer evolutionary relationship of MIR391 to 

MIR4376, because miR4376 has been proven to target AtACA10 homologous genes in 

members of the Solanaceae (Wang et al., 2011).  The monocot-specific miR1432 also 

possesses high degree of sequence identity with the miR4376 (Figure 6D), which was 

reported to be present in eudicots in a lineage-specific manner (Wang et al., 2011), 
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implying miR1432 is likely to be the variant of miR4376 in monocots. This is further 

supported by the observation that osa-miR1432 is also predicted to target a gene coding 

for Ca2+-ATPase (Os04g51610) (see Supplemental Table 10 online) (Lu et al., 2008; 

Sunkar et al., 2008). Similarly, miR5225 and miR3627 showed a high degree of sequence 

identity with miR4376 and were predicted to target AtACA10 homologues (see 

Supplemental Figure 4D and 4E and Supplemental table 10 online). These observations 

support the accuracy of our phylogenetic tree analysis (Figure 7A), thereby classifying 

MIR391, MIR1432, MIR4376, MIR3627 and MIR5225 as members of the MIR4376 

superfamily (super-miR4376). 

Overall, super-MIR7122 showed a close relationship with super-MIR4376, which was 

more closely related to MIR390 (Figure 7A). Therefore, we propose that super-MIR7122 

evolved from super-MIR4376, which originated from the MIR390 family (Figure 7A). 

 

4.2.9 miR7122 and theTAS-PPR-siRNA pathway emerged only in eudicot plants  

To further explore the proposed evolutionary path from MIR390, we examined the 

extent of conservation of the three (super-)families using extensive publicly-available 

data (small RNAs and genomes). As previously reported, miR390 is present in the 

common ancestor of all embryophytes (land plants) (Cuperus et al., 2011) (Figure 7B). 

For the miR4376 superfamily, we were able to identify 24 homologues (representing 

miR4376, miR1432, miR3627, miR5225) in 16 plant species besides those deposited in 

miRbase (see Supplemental Figure 7 online). The most ancient super-miR4376 

homologue was identified from Picea abies, a Pinaceae plant belonging to the 

Coniferophyta. Two super-miR4376 homologues were also retrieved from Amborella 

trichopoda, a basal flowering plant (angiosperm). Thus, the super-MIR4376s were 

probably present in the common ancestor of all spermatophyta (seed plants) (Figure 7B). 

However,  super-MIR7122 emerged much late and only detected in the common ancestor 

of eudicots (Figure 7B), in agreement with the restricted appearance of the PPR-siRNA 

pathway in the eudicots. Thus, our results further revealed MIR390 as the common 

ancestor of both super-MIR4376 and super-MIR7122, and confirmed the delineated 

evolutionary course of super-MIR7122 from MIR390 through super-MIR4376.  
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Accordingly, we inferred the evolutionary history for these three (super-)families as 

that the MIR4376 superfamily was probably originated from MIR390 after the divergence 

of seed plants at ~360 Mya (million years ago), after which the MIR1432 family evolved 

from MIR4376 following the origin of monocots at ~140 Mya (Figure 7C), and the 

MIR7122 superfamily arose after the split of the eudicots from its nearest relative at ~110 

Mya (Figure 7C).  

 

4.3 Discussion 

We identified a miRNA-TASL-PPR-siRNA pathway in many eudicots, which is 

commonly triggered by the miR7122 superfamily. We also elucidated the potential 

evolutionary path of this miRNA superfamily, thereby expanding our understanding of 

the process of miRNA evolution.  

 

4.3.1 22-nt sRNAs trigger secondary siRNA production 

We identified a group of miRNAs, including miR7122, fve-PPRtri1/2, and miR1509, 

which are able to trigger secondary siRNA production in either TASL genes or PPRs. We 

also discovered their homologous relationship with miR173 in Arabidopsis and classified 

them all together into a miRNA superfamily, super-miR7122. All the members of the 

super-miR7122, including the well-characterized miR173, are of 22-nt in length and an 

initial nucleotide “U” (Figure 6C); their miRNA/miRNA* duplexes are of asymmetrical 

structure with a bulge in the mature miRNA strand (see Supplemental Figure 8 online). 

The initial nucleotide “U” is vital for loading the miRNA to AGO1, the major effector 

protein directing RNA target cleavage (Mi et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2010). Even when 

shift in the processing sites of the mature miRNA has occurred, as for fve-PPRtri1/2 and 

miR173 (Figure 6A), the initial nucleotide “U” was preserved, consistent with the 

importance of AGO1-loading for secondary siRNA production (Montgomery et al., 

2008b).  Although sequence mutation frequently occurred for this group of miRNAs 

(only four nucleotides are completely conserved, Figure 6C), leading to nucleotide and 

position variation in  the single bulge in the mature miRNA strand (see Supplemental 

Figure 8 online), the asymmetric miRNA/miRNA* duplex persisted, in agreement with 
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the requirement of an asymmetric structure for processing miRNAs of 22-nt in length, an 

important feature for a canonical miRNA trigger capable of initiating secondary siRNA 

production (Chen et al., 2010; Cuperus et al., 2010; Manavella et al., 2012).  

The production of 22-nt tasiRNAs was found to be prevalent in plants, and many of 

these 22-mers were capable of triggering secondary siRNA production in either TASL 

genes or PPRs in different species. This was described for the TAS2 in Arabidopsis 

(Yoshikawa et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2007; Howell et al., 2007), PpTASL1/2 in peach, 

MdTASL1 in apple, GmTASL-L1/2 in soybean and MtTASL-L1 in Medicago, as well as 

NtTASL1/2 in tobacco (see Supplemental Table 9 online). This observation is consistent 

with the importance of the 22-nt length in triggering secondary siRNA production,  but it 

is hard to reconcile with a recent proposal that an asymmetric bulge in the miRNA-

duplex structure is necessary for secondary siRNA production, regardless of miRNA or 

miRNA* length (Manavella et al., 2012), because tasiRNAs are derived from double-

stranded RNAs which are converted from miRNA-cleaved single-stranded RNAs, 

therefore are perfectly paired and presumably free of any asymmetric bulge (Peragine et 

al., 2004; Vazquez et al., 2004; Allen et al., 2005; Yoshikawa et al., 2005). Further, 

miR828, which is able to trigger siRNA production in TAS4 transcripts and MYB genes 

(Rajagopalan et al., 2006; Xia et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2012), is produced from a 

symmetrical duplex without an asymmetric bulge. Thus it appears that mechanisms 

underlying miRNA triggering of phasiRNA production in plants are far more complex. 

 

4.3.2 miR7122-mediated regulation of PPR genes is ubiquitous but mechanistically 

complex in eudicots 

We were able to identify the miR7122-TAS-PPR-siRNA pathway in nine different 

eudicots representing six plant families, indicating that this pathway is widely present in 

eudicots. For those pathways (as summarized in Figure 3), the initial miRNA triggers are 

homologous to each other and the processing of PPR genes into phasiRNA is conserved 

among different species. However, the intermediate components forming these regulatory 

circuits are highly dynamic from species to species. The miR7122 homologues can either 

target the PPR genes directly or act through TASL genes to initiate the phasiRNA 

production from PPR genes; the TASL-tasiRNA interaction can be multi-layered, as in 
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legume plants, and the miRNA triggers function through either 122 or 222 modes to 

activate TASL or PPR phasiRNA biogenesis. We found that two-layers of TASL-tasiRNA 

interactions are integrated into a single trans-acting circuit in soybean and Medicago, i.e., 

miR1509 acts through the TASL-L1-tasiRNA-D2(-) (a first layer) and TASL-L2-tasiRNAs 

(a second layer) to initiate phasiRNA production from PPR genes (Figure 5C). This 

second layer could have an advantage of adding more regulatory flexibility to the trans-

acting circuit. While most of the TASL or PHAS PPR genes are triggered via 122-acting 

miRNAs, we were able to identify three 222 PHAS loci including MdTASL1, GmTASL-L1 

and MtTASL-L1. In contrast to the first 222 PHAS gene (Medtr7g012810) reported in 

Medicago in which two target sites are cleavable by miR1509 and phasiRNAs are 

produced only from the region flanked by the two sites (Zhai et al., 2011), we identified 

cleavage at only the 5' target site of miR1509 in GmTASL-L1 and MtTASL-L1 while 

phasiRNA production was also detected in the region downstream from the 3' site (see 

Supplemental Figure S3 online). A similar phenomenon was observed for a PHAS NB-

LRR gene in tomato, with two target sites of the trigger miR482 (5' cleavable target site 

and 3' noncleavable site) and siRNA produced all the way through the 3' site 

(Shivaprasad et al., 2012).  For MdTASL1, although we failed to detect the cleavage of 

the 3' site, phasiRNAs were produced only from the region flanked by the two target sites, 

and low abundant siRNAs were found to be in phase with the 3' cleavage site, implying 

that the MdTASL1 is more similar to the Medtr7g012810 in which both sites are cleavable. 

Comparing these two types of 222 loci, it is conceivable that two target sites might be of 

unequal importance, as indicated in MdTASL1 where the 5' mdm-miR7122 target site 

may have more functional importance than the 3' site since it is the 5' site that sets the 

phase for the biogenesis of the two functional essential tasiRNA triggers of PPR siRNA 

production. Thus, the less important site may become nonfunctional or even lost over 

time, unlike the classic TAS3 221 triggers in which the non-cleaving 5’ site is required 

(Axtell et al., 2006; Montgomery et al., 2008a). An alternative explanation is that the 3' 

site of MdTASL1 may serve as a protein-binding site to set the boundary of siRNA 

production, like the 5' non-cleavable miR390 site in AtTAS3 which is essential for 

miR390:AGO7 complex binding to terminate the RDR6-mediated synthesis of 

complementary RNA (Rajeswaran and Pooggin, 2012).  
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In addition to miR7122 homologues, other miRNAs able to trigger PPR phasiRNA 

production have been identified in some species, including miR400 and miR161 in 

Arabidopsis (Howell et al., 2007), csi-miRC1 in citrus, and miR1508 in soybean. 

Intriguingly, miR1508 is missing from Medicago, a close relative of soybean, and 

miR6427, instead of a miR7122 homologue, was identified as the trigger of PPR 

phasiRNA biogenesis in poplar, illustrating both the dynamism and prevalence of the 

miRNA-TASL-PPR-siRNA pathway in eudicots. 

 

4.3.3 Evolution of the MIR7122 superfamily from the widely conserved MIR390 via 

the MIR4376 superfamily is driven by target variation 

We demonstrated that the miRNA triggers of the PPR-siRNA pathway (miR7122, 

miR1509, fve-PPRtri1/2 and miR173) in different species are of a common origin and 

belong to the same miR7122 superfamily. Unlike other miRNA (super-) families 

targeting a large family of PHAS genes, members of the miR7122 superfamily are of 

great sequence diversity, which could be attributed to two causes: (1) processing shifts, 

particularly apparent in miR173 and fve-PPRtri2, in which the miRNA sequence shifts as 

much as five nucleotides toward the 5' end (Figure 6A and C); and (2) point mutations, 

i.e. only eight nucleotide positions were highly conserved (over 90% identity) across all 

of the species examined (Figure 6C). It is known that miR828 and the miR482/2118 

superfamily directly cleave their target genes (MYBs and NB-LRRs, respectively) 

instigating phasiRNA production without an intermediate role of TAS genes. These two 

miRNA (super-) families share the common feature of targeting highly conserved regions 

in their target genes (Zhai et al., 2011; Xia et al., 2012). However, the target sequences 

for miR7122 homologues and their ensuing tasiRNAs show high sequence diversity and 

are randomly distributed within PHAS PPR genes, which have low levels of sequence 

similarity in any given genome (see Supplemental Figure 6). In contrast to the MYB and 

NB-LRR families which are defined by highly-conserved functional domains, the large 

PPR family typically consists of hundreds of members and is characterized by two to 35 

tandem repeats of a highly degenerate, 35 amino acid motif (Lurin et al., 2004; 

Shivaprasad et al., 2012). The PPR coding regions are generally tolerant to 
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nonsynonymous mutation and share little identity among family members at the 

nucleotide level. This dynamic nature of PPR genes could drive the rapid evolution of 

miRNA or other sRNA triggers for phasiRNA production to achieve proper regulation of 

gene function, which could account for the significant sequence divergence observed in 

the super-miR7122 and the requirement of a variety of tasiRNAs via one or two layer(s) 

of regulatory complexity. In fact, the sequence diversity of non-coding TASL genes 

would provide more flexibility for the derived phasiRNAs or tasiRNAs to meet rapid 

sequence change in the PPR genes in order to down-regulate them effectively.  Hence, 

we propose that the rapid variation of targeting sequences in PPR or TASL genes could 

eventually drive the evolution of miRNA triggers (Figure 8), leading to the high sequence 

diversity within the super-miR7122. The change of targeting sequences caused by point 

mutation ( in Figure 8) would result in the switch of a functional, mature miRNA (from 

“A” to “C”), and give rise to the preferential processing of the functionally advantageous 

variant “C”, substituting the loss-of-function “A” variant (Stage I to Stage II). Continued 

selection would further reinforce the preferential processing of “C”, ultimately generating 

a new miRNA (Stage III).  

We also elucidated a novel miRNA evolutionary pathway, in which the miR7122 

superfamily is potentially evolved from another superfamily (super-miR4376), which 

originated from the conserved family miR390 (Figure 7). These three miRNA (super-) 

families regulate distinct genes of diverse biological functions, with the miR390 

regulating several auxin responsive factors through TAS3-derived tasiARFs and the 

miR4376 superfamily targeting genes coding for Ca2+-ATPase (Axtell et al., 2006; Wang 

et al., 2011), while the miR7122 superfamily regulates PPR genes. Undoubtedly, 

diversification of target genes and selection pressure to diversify the proteins they encode 

can diversify the miRNA targeting sequences, serving to drive miRNA evolution. 

Therefore, the MIRNA evolution from MIR390 to super-MIR7122 via super-MIR4376 is 

as well driven by the target variation (Figure 8). Briefly, after the initial gene duplication, 

one of the duplicated MIRNA genes is preserved to maintain the original essential 

function, while the other would be subjected to extensive mutation over time to create 

different miRNA variants, some of which could match or acquire new gene targets ( in 

Figure 8). The new function for the miRNA variant “C”, initially gained by chance, may 
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confer adaptive advantages under conditions of stress or reproductive isolation and 

stimulate the preferential processing of variant “C” (Stage II). This neofuctionalization 

process would eventually lead to the fixation of a new miRNA (Stage III). This model of 

“target-driven miRNA evolution” also fits to the super-miR4376 homologues, whose 

target sites are not well conserved, instead are of relatively high diversity in their target 

genes (see Supplemental Table 10 online) (Wang et al., 2011). 

In both inter- and intra- superfamily evolution, sequence mutations would evenly 

occur in the foldback sequence of MIRNA genes, but fewer mutations would be retained 

in the miRNA/miRNA* duplex than other regions of MIRNA foldback sequences because 

of a higher purifying selection pressure (Fahlgren et al., 2010; Ma et al., 2010). This is 

apparent in the low sequence identity outside of the 13 bp core sequence among all the 

miRNAs from these three (super-) families (Figure 6D).  Mutations outside of the core 

sequence are not without effect, however, as they would impact the formation of 

secondary stem-loop structure, e.g. the loop position and stem length (Song et al., 2010), 

possibly causing shifts in processing sites and giving rise to various miRNA variants. But 

only those mutations beneficial to the preferential processing of the advantageous new 

miRNA (“C” in Figure 8) would be selectively preserved. In the long term, the sequence 

similarity between the newly spawned MIRNA and its ancestral MIRNA would be 

gradually diluted due to mutation in the foldback sequences and miRNA processing 

changes. 

The identification of two plant miRNA superfamilies, super-miR7122 and super-

miR4376, and the discovery of the evolutionary path from MIR390 to super-MIR7122 via 

super-MIR4376 provide strong evidence for a sustained, deep evolutionary history of 

these plant miRNAs. We have linked one of the most conserved plant miRNAs (miR390) 

to narrowly-conserved or lineage-specific miRNAs (miR173). Variation of target 

sequences has served as one of the major driving forces in this divergence. To date, the 

origin of most plant MIRNAs, especially highly conserved MIRNAs, remains largely 

unknown, although several evolutionary routes have been proposed. This includes the 

generation of new MIRNA genes from inverted gene duplication of their target genes 

(Allen et al., 2004), random foldback sequences (Felippes et al., 2008), or miniature 

inverted-repeat transposable elements (Piriyapongsa and Jordan, 2008).  All of these 
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routes require the accumulation of unpaired bases in the foldback sequences, acquisition 

of DCL1 as a processing enzyme, and subsequent production of discrete miRNA species, 

all in the context of coevolution with the miRNA targets (Voinnet, 2009). By contrast, 

generating a new MIRNA from a pre-existed MIRNA would dramatically reduce the “cost” 

of adaption to the miRNA-biogenesis pathway, because the pre-existed MIRNA has 

already provided a “draft” of the structure for the new MIRNA - the canonical stem-loop 

structure and the DCL1-dependency required for miRNA biogenesis. Therefore, this 

route of spawning new miRNAs should be more efficient, resembling the “birth-and-

death” cycle for many protein-coding genes (Nei and Rooney, 2005). 

 

4.3.4 Possible function of the miR7122-TAS-PPR-siRNA pathway in plants 

The wide conservation of the miR7122-TAS-PPR-siRNA pathway in eudicots suggests 

it assumes important biological functions. Most PPR proteins have nucleotide sequence-

specific binding activity, and have been proposed to be molecular adaptors directing 

RNA processing complexes to target RNAs in mitochondria or chloroplasts (Lurin et al., 

2004; Schmitz-Linneweber and Small, 2008). PPR proteins can be separated into two 

major classes based on the nature of their PPR motifs, the P and PLS class (Schmitz-

Linneweber and Small, 2008). In plants, the P class of PPR proteins, to which phasiRNA 

production is restricted, may be involved in plant fertility, as discerned from roles of 

these proteins in cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) (Howell et al., 2007; Schmitz-

Linneweber and Small, 2008). To produce hybrid seed, nuclear “restorer” (Rf) genes, 

encoding P-class PPR proteins in most cases, are capable of preventing the expression of 

mitochondrial CMS-inducing genes, which encode hydrophobic CMS-specific 

polypeptide (Schmitz-Linneweber and Small, 2008). Intriguingly, we failed to identify a 

similar PPR-siRNA pathway in monocots, although most of these Rf genes seem to share 

common characteristics in plants, even from species as divergent as rice and Arabidopsis 

(Schmitz-Linneweber and Small, 2008). The reason for the absence of PPR-siRNA 

pathway is probably the lack of miRNA triggers in monocots, in which the super-

miR4376 ancestor has evolved into a 21-nt miR1432 instead of a 22-nt miR7122 

homologue. Thus, the biological function of the PPR-siRNA pathway may be substituted 
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by other sRNA-involved mechanisms in monocots, as suggested in a recent study that a 

non-coding RNA locus producing a 21 bp sRNA, likely a phasiRNA, was characterized 

as an important regulator of male sterility in rice (Ding et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2012). 

Additionally, miR4376, a miRNA evolutionarily related to miR7122, is also involved in 

reproductive growth through regulating an ACA10 gene and triggering phasiRNA 

production (Wang et al., 2011). Taken together, we speculate that the miR7122-TAS-

PPR-siRNA pathway may play essential roles in the reproductive processes of plants, an 

important topic for future investigations. 

 

4.4 Materials 

4.4.1 Plant material and RNA isolation for strawberry 

Plant tissue collection, RNA isolation and sRNA sequencing for peach (Prunus 

persica cv. Lovell) and apple (Malus × domestica cv. Golden delicious) were reported 

and described early in Zhu et al. (2012) and Xia et al (2012), respectively. Sequencing of 

small RNAs in Diploid strawberry (Fragaria vesca) was similarly performed. Total 

RNAs were isolated from 1 day-opening flowers of  the inbred line ‘Yellow Wonder 

5AF7’ grown in growth chambers (Hollender et al., 2012) using RNeasy Plant Mini Kit 

(Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Small RNAs were enriched by precipitating the supernatant 

passing through Qiashedder spin column. The recovered small RNA samples were used 

for library construction and deep sequencing in Genomics Resources Core Facility at 

Weill Cornell Medical College (New York, NY).  

 

4.4.2 Bioinformatic analysis  

Publicly available deep-sequencing data from peach, apple, soybean, medicago, grape 

and other species were downloaded from Genbank Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO, 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo), and original SRA files were dumped into FASTQ files 

using the SRA Toolkit (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra). FASTA toolkits 

(http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/) was used for data processing, including format 

conversion, adaptor trimming and read collapsing. Read mapping was conducted using 

Bowtie (Langmead et al., 2009) with no mismatches allowed, and Vienna RNA package 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo
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(Hofacker, 2003) or Mfold (Zuker, 2003) was used for the secondary structure prediction 

of miRNA precursors. Multiple alignments were performed using Clustalw2 

(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2/) with default settings, and viewed with 

Jalview (http://www.jalview.org/). Sequence logo (Figure 4D) was produced by 

GENIO/logo (http://www.biogenio.com/logo/logo.cgi). miRNA target prediction and 

confirmation were conducted by combining the utilization of Targetfinder 

(http://carringtonlab.org/resources/targetfinder) and Cleveland 2.0 (Addo-Quaye et al., 

2009). The p-value plot (Figure 1B) was produced using the R package (http://www.r-

project.org/). Small RNA abundance was normalized to RPM (reads per million), and 

PARE reads were normalized to TPTM (transcripts per ten million). 

 

4.4.3 Computational calculation of p-value and phasing score  

After mapping sRNA reads to the reference genome, unique sRNAs were denoted 

with their matching coordinates. 2-nt positive offset was added for sRNA matching to the 

antisense strand, because of the existing of 2-nt overhang at the 3' end of sRNA duplex. 

A transcriptome or genome wide search was performed using a 9-cycle sliding window 

(189 bp) with each shift of 3-cycle (63 bp), and windows were reported when ≥ 10 

unique reads fell into a 9-cycle window,  ≥ 50% of matched unique reads were 21-nt in 

length, and with ≥ 3 unique reads fell into a certain register. Next reported windows with 

overlapping region were combined into a single longer window. Then a p-value was 

calculated for each windows based on the mapping results using an algorithm similar that 

of Chen (2007) with optimization.  

Pr(𝑋 = 𝑘) =
�20𝑚𝑛−𝑘��

𝑚
𝑘 �

�21𝑚)
𝑛 �

      

𝑃 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒: 𝑝(𝑘)  =  � Pr(𝑋)
𝑚

𝑋=𝑘

  

where n = number of total unique 21-nt sRNAs matched within a window; k = number of 

unique 21-nt sRNAs fall into the maximum register  (k≥3); and m = number of 21-nt 

phases within a window. 

Phasing score were calculated using the algorithm developed by De Paoli (2009) 

within a 9-cycle window (phase cycle length was set to 21-nt).  
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𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 𝑙𝑛 ��1 + 10 ×
∑ 𝑃𝑖9
𝑖=1

1 + ∑𝑈
�
𝑘−2

� ,𝑘 ≥ 3 

ere n = number of phase cycle positions occupied by at least one 21-nt sRNA within a 9-

cycle window; P = total number of reads for all 21-nt sRNAs falling into a given phase 

within a 9-cycle window; and U = total number of reads for all 21-nt sRNA falling out of 

the given phase. 

Phasing score data were viewed using the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) 

(Robinson et al., 2011). 

 

4.4.4 Deep sequencing data and reference sequence files 

All sRNA deep sequencing and PARE data are accessible in the GenBank GEO with 

the corresponding accession number listed in Supplemental Table 11. Transcriptome and 

genome files for the Rosaceae plants (apple, peach, and strawberry) and other plants were 

downloaded from the Genome Database for Rosaceae (GDR, http://www.rosaceae.org) 

and the Phytozome (http://www.phytozome.net), respectively. MiRNA and foldback 

sequences were retrieved from the miRbase (version 19, www.mirbase.org). 

 

4.4.5 Phylogenetic analysis 

Nucleotide sequences, consisting of the miRNA, miRNA* and 5-nt flanking 

sequences at each end, of 95 MIRNA genes were aligned using the IUB DNA weight 

matrix by Clustalw2, with an open gap penalty of 10 and an extension gap penalty of 0.1 

in pairwise alignments, an extension gap penalty of 0.2 in multiple alignments, and a gap 

distances penalty of 5. Manual refinement was conducted for the nucleotide alignment by 

Jalview (shown in Supplemental file 1). The phylogenetic tree was inferred using the 

Maximum Likelihood method based on the Tamura-Nei model by MEGA5 (Tamura et 

al., 2011). The bootstrap consensus tree inferred from 1000 replicates is taken to 

represent the evolutionary history of the taxa analyzed. Branches corresponding to 

partitions reproduced in less than 50% bootstrap replicates are collapsed. Uniform rate 

variation among site was enabled. Initial tree for the heuristic search was obtained 

automatically by applying Neighbor-Join and BioNJ algorithms to a matrix of pairwise 

http://www.mirbase.org/
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distances estimated using the Maximum Composite Likelihood approach, and then 

selecting the topology with superior log likelihood value. All positions with less than 50% 

site coverage were eliminated. That is, fewer than 50% alignment gaps, missing data, and 

ambiguous bases were allowed at any position. There were a total of 62 positions in the 

final dataset. 

 

4.4.6 5'-RLM-RACE 

Following the manufacturer’s instructions for the First-Choice RLM-RACE Kit 

(Ambion, Austin, TX, USA), 5 μg of total RNA isolated from apple flower was used for 

ligating 5' RNA adaptors at 15°C overnight. Two specific primers (1st: 5'-

CTGCCCTCCACCATTTCTTTG-3' and 2nd: 5'-AGCTAAATCACACGCTTCAAAC-3') 

were designed to conduct nested PCRs, and PCR products were cloned to the pGEM-easy 

vector (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) and sequenced by Bechman Coulter Genomics 

(Danvers, MA, USA).  

 

Supplemental Data 

The following materials are available in the online version of this article. 

Supplemental Figure 1 SiRNA distribution along PpTASL1/2, a peach PPR gene and 

MdTASL1. 

Supplemental Figure 2 MiRNA-TASL-PPR-siRNA pathway is conserved in 

strawberry. 

Supplemental Figure 3 Two layers of trans-acting interaction involved in the 

miR1509-TAS-PPR-siRNA pathway in soybean and medicago. 

Supplemental Figure 4 Alignment of MIRNA genes. 

Supplemental Figure 5 Stem-loop structure of miRC1 in citrus. 

Supplemental Figure 6 Phylogenetic analysis of PHAS PPR genes and distribution of 

target sites of miRNAs or tasiRNAs along PPR repeats. 

Supplemental Figure 7 Stem-loop structures of newly identified miRNA homologues 

of the miR4376 superfamily. 

Supplemental Figure 8 Stem-loop structures of MIR7122 homologues identified. 

Supplemental Table 1 PHAS genes identified in peach.   
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Supplemental Table 2 PHAS PPR genes identified in peach. 

Supplemental Table 3 PpTASL1/2-derived tasiRNAs predicted to target PPR genes. 

Supplemental Table 4 PHAS PPR genes identified in apple.     

Supplemental Table 5 MdTASL1-derived tasiRNAs predicted to target PPR genes. 

Supplemental Table 6 PHAS PPR genes identified in strawberry. 

Supplemental Table 7 PHAS genomic loci or other genes targeted by fve-PPRtri1/2 in 

strawberry. 

Supplemental Table 8 PHAS PPR genes identified in soybean and medicago. 

Supplemental Table 9 PHAS PPR genes or genomic loci related to PPR-siRNA 

pathways in other species. 

Supplemental Table 10 Predicted target genes for miR391, miR1432, miR5225 and 

miR3627. 

Supplemental Table 11 Deep sequencing data used for analysis.  

Supplemental File 1 Multiple alignment of MIRNA excerpted sequences. 

Supplemental File 2 Multiple alignment of deduced amino acid sequences of PHAS 

PPR genes. 
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Chapter 5 

Network of miR482/2118 regulating PHAS NB-LRR defense genes in 

apple and peach 
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5.1 Introduction 

Plants have adapted diverse strategies to counter pathogen invasion. In essence, there 

are two types of immunity triggered by distinct innate immune receptors (Jones and 

Dangl, 2006). The primary immune response uses transmembrane pattern recognition 

receptors (PRRs) to respond to slowly evolving pathogen-associated molecular pattern 

(PAMPs), thus is regarded as PAMP-triggered immunity (PTI) (Chisholm et al., 2006; 

Jones and Dangl, 2006). The PTI can be suppressed by some pathogens through 

delivering effector proteins to the plant cell, in response to which the host plants can 

deploy surveillance proteins (R proteins) to either directly or indirectly monitor the 

presence of the pathogen effector proteins, triggering the effector-triggered immunity 

(ETI) (Chisholm et al., 2006; Jones and Dangl, 2006). ETI is an accelerated and 

amplified PTI response, usually resulting in a hypersensitive cell death response (HR) at 

the infection site (Jones and Dangl, 2006). The majority of R genes encode intracellular 

immune NB-LRR proteins, which are named after their characteristic nucleotide binding 

(NB) and leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domains.  

Recently abundant phasiRNA were found to be produced from NB-LRR genes, with 

22-nt miRNAs from the miR482/2118 superfamily identified as the common trigger by 

targeting at a region coding for the conserved P-loop motif (Zhai et al., 2011; Li et al., 

2012; Shivaprasad et al., 2012).  Some of the secondary siRNAs derived from NB-LRR 

genes are potentially regulating some immunity-related genes (Shivaprasad et al., 2012). 

Therefore, the miR482/2118-NB-LRR-siRNA pathway may not only act as a counter-

counterdefense system that play crucial roles in immune responses upon pathogen 

infection, but also serve as a regulatory circuit to minimize plant fitness cost when 

infection pressure is low (Li et al., 2012; Shivaprasad et al., 2012). We found the 

miR482/2118-NB-LRR-siRNA pathway is also conserved in peach and apple with 

multiple members of the miR482/2118 superfamily and over 100 PHAS NB-LRR genes 

identified in both of them. We also found that certain miR482/2118 variants targeted 

putative non-coding genomic loci and triggered phasiRNA production in addition to NB-

LRR genes. 
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5.2 Results 

5.2.1 miR482/2118 homologs in apple and peach 

The miR482/2118 superfamily is widely conserved in plants. The miR482/2118 was 

also found to be present in apple and peach. As described in Shivaprasad et al. (2012), 

there is a 2-nt mutual sequence shift between miR482 and miR2118, with the first 

position of miR2118 aligned to the third position of miR482. Following this rule, we 

identified four MIR2118 genes and two MIR482 genes in apple with three MIR2118 

genes (mdm-MIR2118a/b/c) and the two MIR482 genes (mdm-MIR482a/b) generating 

miRNAs with the same sequence (Table 5-1). In peach, totally nine MIR482/2118 genes 

were encoded in the genome, including six MIR2118 genes and three MIR482 genes, two 

of which (ppe-MIR482b/c) generate an identical miRNA sequence (Table 5-1). In apple, 

the miR482/2118 family possesses sequence divergence in eight positions within the 

aligned region in addition to the 2-nt shift, with mdm-miR2118d showing higher identity 

to the mdm-miR482a/b (Fig. 5-1A). Similarly, sequence variation was observed in seven 

positions of the aligned region of the peach miR482/2118 superfamily (Fig. 5-1B). 

Surprisingly, six members of the peach MIR482/2118 are closely located within a 7 kb 

region in the scaffold_1 of the peach genome, including five MIR2118 genes and one 

MIR482 gene (Table 5-1, Fig. 5-1C). All the mature miRNAs of these six MIRNA genes 

are located in the 3' arm of their stem-loop precursor (Fig. 5-1C).  

 

5.2.2 PHAS NB-LRR genes in apple and peach 

As aforementioned, the NB-LRR genes were identified as the largest PHAS gene 

family in peach with totally 93 NB-LRR genes processing secondary siRNAs (p-value < 

0.001) (Table 5-2). Among them, 54 genes bear a complementary target site (AS ≤ 5) for 

at least one of the miRNA members of the peach miR482/2118 family (Table 5-2). The 

PHAS NB-LRR gene population is even larger in apple. Totally 295 apple NB-LRR genes 

were found to produce phased siRNAs (p-value < 0.001), 85 of which possess a target 

site of the mdm-miR482/2118 (Table 5-3). 

 

5.2.3 Neofunctionalization of mdm-miR2118 and ppe-miR2118b 
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Most of the 22-nt miRNAs, capable of triggering phasiRNA production, are of an 

initial "U" (uridine) nucleotide, which is essential for the miRNA loading to the AGO1 

effector, where miRNA-guided mRNA cleavage occurs (Montgomery et al., 2008; Chen 

et al., 2010; Cuperus et al., 2010). Intriguingly, the mdm-miR2118 (including mdm-

miR2118), ppe-miR2118b, and ppe-miR2118f start with a "C" (cytosine) nucleotide, 

instead of a classical "U". Functional analysis found that the mdm-miR2118 is able to 

target a set of putative non-coding genomic loci (TAS-like genes) and initiate their 

phasiRNA production, in addition to serve as trigger for a subset of NB-LRR genes (Table 

5-4). Some of these non-coding loci show a low degree of partial similarity to NAC genes, 

implying these loci may generate tasiRNAs regulating NAC genes. Similarly, the ppe-

miR2118b also has putative non-coding targets, which produced abundant phasiRNAs as 

well. Sequence similarity to other known genes is hardly detected for those non-coding 

PHAS genes. 

 

5.4 Discussion 

The capacity of NB-LRR genes processing phasiRNAs was first reported in legume plants 

(Zhai et al., 2011), and then was demonstrated to be present more broadly in other plants 

(Li et al., 2012; Shivaprasad et al., 2012). The widely conserved miR482/2118 was 

identified as the major trigger, which targets NB-LRR genes at the region coding for the 

conserved P-loop motif (Zhai et al., 2011; Shivaprasad et al., 2012). In addition to the 

miR482/2118 superfamily, other miRNAs , probably young and species- or lineage-

specific, have also evolved to regulate NB-LRR genes, including miR6019 and miR6020 

in tobacco, miR1507 and miR2109 in medicago and soybean (Zhai et al., 2011; Li et al., 

2012). Among them, the miR6019 and miR1507, in contrast to the 21-nt miR6020, are 

22-nt in length and able to initiate phasiRNA production. Interestingly, the miR2109 is 

22-nt long in medicago but predominantly 21-nt in soybean, indicating miRNA size 

diversification may allow flexibility in the degree of silencing of target genes due to 

differences in their ability to trigger phasiRNAs that amplify post-transcriptional 

silencing (Zhai et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012). The phasiRNAs derived from NB-LRR genes 

may potentially regulate other immunity-related genes in trans in addition to reinforcing 

the silencing of NB-LRR genes in cis (Shivaprasad et al., 2012). Moreover for some 
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miR482/2118 duplexes in apple and peach, the star strand (miR482/2118*) is of higher 

abundance than the corresponding miRNAs. Conceivably the strand switch may be of 

important functions in the entire regulatory network through unknown mechanism. Also 

we found mdm-miR2118 and ppe-miR2118b targeted non-coding PHAS genomic loci 

other than NB-LRR genes. It is possible that TASL-derived phasiRNAs provide another 

layer of gene regulation associated with plant immunity. Additionally, many truncated 

NB-LRR transcripts are produced in plant genomes (Meyers et al., 2003). They may serve 

as a miRNA competitor to compromise the silencing effect of miRNA triggers. In general, 

the miRNA-NB-LRR-siRNA pathway is a greatly complex regulatory network, playing 

crucial roles in the plant immune system. 
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Appendix I Tables 
Table 4-1 PHAS genes/loci identified in peach (Prunus persica) 

Trigger miRNA PHAS loci or 
gene families 

Loci or 
gene 
number 

p-valuea References 

ppe-miR390 TAS3 1 0 Allen et al. 2005; Axtell et al.  2006; 
Zhu et al. 2012 

ppe-miR828 TAS4 1 0 Rajagopalan et al. 2006; Zhu et al. 2012 
ppe-miR828 MYB 5 (1)b 0 Xia et al. 2012; Zhu et al. 2012 
ppe-miR482/2118 NB-LRR 94 (14) 0 Zhai et al. 2011 

ppe-miR7122 PPR 20 (3) 0 Chen et al. 2007, 2010; Howell et al. 
2007; Zhai et al. 2011; 

ppe-miR393 TIR /AFB 2 0 Chen et al. 2010; Si-Ammour et al. 
2011; Zhai et al. 2011 

tasiARF ARF 3 9.09E-06 Axtell et al. 2006; 
ppe-miR408 Laccase 2 4E-10  
ppe-miR4376 Ca2+-ATPase 3 0 Wang et al. 2011 
NAc NAC 6 (3) 3.67E-05 Zhai et al. 2011 
ppe-miR168 AGO 2 (1) 0.000743 Chen et al. 2010; Zhai et al. 2011 
NA SGS 2 0 Zhai et al. 2011 
NA DCL 1 0.000386 Zhai et al. 2011 
NA ATP TR 5 0 Zhai et al. 2011 

NA UDP-glucosyl 
transferase 5 (3) 0.000533  

NA RD22 17 (1) 4.5E-10  
NA Kinase-like 10 (4) 5.97E-06 Zhai et al. 2011 

Note: a. median p-value was used for a gene family with ≥ 2 PHAS genes identified; b. 

the value in parentheses indicates the number of additional PHAS genes with p-value > 

0.001 in the corresponding gene family; c. NA: not available. ARF: auxin responsive 

factor; RD22: responsive to dehydration 22; ATP TR: ATP binding/protein 

binding/transmembrane receptor. 
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Table 5-1 miRNA members of miR482/2118 superfamily in apple and peach 

ID Sequence Matching contig Matching 
strand 

Matching 
position 

mdm-miR2118a CUACCGAUGCCACUAAGUCCCA MDC017130.228 + 6809 
mdm-miR2118b CUACCGAUGCCACUAAGUCCCA MDC019300.125 - 1308 
mdm-miR2118c CUACCGAUGCCACUAAGUCCCA MDC019300.66 - 1894 
 mdm-miR2118d UUCCCAAGCCCGCCCAUUCCUA MDC002407.840 + 1665 
mdm-miR482a UCUUUCCUAUCCCUCCCAUUCC MDC006350.123 - 2936 
mdm-miR482b UCUUUCCUAACCCUCCCAUUCC MDC000859.244 - 731 
     
ppe-miR2118a UUCCCAAGCCCGCCCAUUCCAA scaffold_3 + 10579365 
ppe-miR2118b CUACCGAUUCCACCCAUUCCGA scaffold_1 + 29644701 
ppe-miR2118c UUUCCGAAACCUCCCAUUCCAA scaffold_1 + 29646139 
ppe-miR2118d UUGCCUAUUCCUCCCAUGCCAA scaffold_1 + 29646838 
ppe-miR2118e UUGCCAACCCCGCCCAUUCCAA scaffold_1 + 29648326 
ppe-miR2118f CUUCCCAAACCUCCCAUUCCUA scaffold_1 + 29648613 
ppe-miR482a UCUUUCCUACUCCACCCAUUCC scaffold_1 + 29651667 
ppe-miR482b UCUUUCCCAAUCCACCCAUGCC scaffold_6 + 2760161 
ppe-miR482c UCUUUCCCAAUCCACCCAUGCC scaffold_6 - 2718614 
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Table 5-2 PHAS NBS-LRR genes in peach 

ID Accession # miRNA trigger p-value Annotation 
1 ppa001384m ppe-miR2118a 0 disease resistance protein (CC-NBS-LRR class) 
2 ppa016635m ppe-miR482a 0 disease resistance protein (CC-NBS-LRR class) 
3 ppa021194m ppe-miR482a 0 disease resistance protein (CC-NBS-LRR class) 
4 ppa001212m ppe-miR482a/b/c 0 disease resistance protein (CC-NBS-LRR class) 
5 ppa001003m ppe-miR482b/c 0 disease resistance protein (CC-NBS-LRR class) 
6 ppa015274m ppe-miR2118a 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
7 ppa019824m ppe-miR2118a 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
8 ppa020450m ppe-miR2118a 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
9 ppa020745m ppe-miR2118a 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
10 ppa021741m ppe-miR2118a 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
11 ppa022876m ppe-miR2118a 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
12 ppa000343m ppe-miR2118a/e 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
13 ppa000391m ppe-miR2118a/e 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
14 ppa019071m ppe-miR2118a/e 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
15 ppa021541m ppe-miR2118a/e 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
16 ppa026310m ppe-miR2118a/e 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
17 ppa026334m ppe-miR2118c 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
18 ppb024266m ppe-miR2118c/f 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
19 ppa018842m ppe-miR2118d 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
20 ppa021551m ppe-miR2118d 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
21 ppa024822m ppe-miR2118d 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
22 ppa000373m ppe-miR2118f 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
23 ppa000247m ppe-miR482a 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
24 ppa000274m ppe-miR482a 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
25 ppa000335m ppe-miR482a&ppe-miR2118a/e 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
26 ppa000407m ppe-miR482a&ppe-miR2118a/e 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
27 ppa014576m ppe-miR482a&ppe-miR2118a/e 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
28 ppa017078m ppe-miR482a&ppe-miR2118a/e 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
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29 ppa017126m ppe-miR482a&ppe-miR2118a/e 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
30 ppa017399m ppe-miR482a&ppe-miR2118a/e 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
31 ppa019097m ppe-miR482a&ppe-miR2118a/e 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
32 ppa023090m ppe-miR482a&ppe-miR2118a/e 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
33 ppa016138m ppe-miR482a&ppe-miR2118d/e 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
34 ppa020719m ppe-miR482a&ppe-miR2118d/e 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
35 ppa018378m ppe-miR482b/c 0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
36 ppa001315m ppe-miR2118d 0 disease resistance protein (TIR-NBS-LRR class) 
37 ppa000477m ppe-miR2118e 0 disease resistance protein (TIR-NBS-LRR class) 
38 ppb015618m ppe-miR2118e 0 disease resistance protein (TIR-NBS-LRR class) 
39 ppa016623m ppe-miR482a 0 disease resistance protein (TIR-NBS-LRR class) 
40 ppa017433m ppe-miR482a 0 disease resistance protein (TIR-NBS-LRR class) 
41 ppa023180m ppe-miR482a 0 disease resistance protein (TIR-NBS-LRR class) 
42 ppa024626m ppe-miR482a 0 disease resistance protein (TIR-NBS-LRR class) 

43 ppa015762m ppe-miR2118a 0 RPM1 (RESISTANCE TO P. SYRINGAE PV 
MACULICOLA 1); nucleotide binding / protein binding 

44 ppa020740m ppe-miR2118a 0 RPM1 (RESISTANCE TO P. SYRINGAE PV 
MACULICOLA 1); nucleotide binding / protein binding 

45 ppa001015m ppe-miR2118d 0 RPM1 (RESISTANCE TO P. SYRINGAE PV 
MACULICOLA 1); nucleotide binding / protein binding 

46 ppa000953m ppe-miR482a/b/c&ppe-miR2118d 0 RPM1 (RESISTANCE TO P. SYRINGAE PV 
MACULICOLA 1); nucleotide binding / protein binding 

47 ppa001007m ppe-miR482b/c 1.00E-10 disease resistance protein (CC-NBS-LRR class) 
48 ppa026003m ppe-miR482a 4.38E-08 disease resistance protein (TIR-NBS-LRR class) 
49 ppa015104m ppe-miR482b/c 8.40E-08 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
50 ppa001182m ppe-miR2118d 1.63E-06 disease resistance protein (CC-NBS-LRR class) 

51 ppa015444m ppe-miR2118a 3.53E-06 RPM1 (RESISTANCE TO P. SYRINGAE PV 
MACULICOLA 1); nucleotide binding / protein binding 

52 ppa022023m ppe-miR482a 8.04E-05 disease resistance protein (TIR-NBS-LRR class) 
53 ppa016120m ppe-miR482a/b/c 0.000106 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
54 ppa022790m  0 disease resistance protein (CC-NBS-LRR class) 
55 ppa023373m  0 disease resistance protein (CC-NBS-LRR class) 
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56 ppa024579m  0 disease resistance protein (CC-NBS-LRR class) 
57 ppa025033m  0 disease resistance protein (CC-NBS-LRR class) 
58 ppa026312m  0 disease resistance protein (CC-NBS-LRR class) 
59 ppb019722m  0 disease resistance protein (CC-NBS-LRR class) 
60 ppa000970m  0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
61 ppa001008m  0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
62 ppa015125m  0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
63 ppa018247m  0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
64 ppa019012m  0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
65 ppa019037m  0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
66 ppa019094m  0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
67 ppa019200m  0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
68 ppa022119m  0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
69 ppa022439m  0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
70 ppa024157m  0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
71 ppa027039m  0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
72 ppb015994m  0 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
73 ppa000524m  0 disease resistance protein (TIR-NBS-LRR class) 
74 ppa015410m  0 disease resistance protein (TIR-NBS-LRR class) 
75 ppa018131m  0 disease resistance protein (TIR-NBS-LRR class) 
76 ppa022336m  0 disease resistance protein (TIR-NBS-LRR class) 
77 ppa023459m  0 disease resistance protein (TIR-NBS-LRR class) 
78 ppa024258m  0 disease resistance protein (TIR-NBS-LRR class) 
79 ppa024336m  0 disease resistance protein (TIR-NBS-LRR class) 
80 ppa025472m  0 disease resistance protein (TIR-NBS-LRR class) 

81 ppa001076m  0 RPM1 (RESISTANCE TO P. SYRINGAE PV 
MACULICOLA 1); nucleotide binding / protein binding 

82 ppa016482m  0 RPM1 (RESISTANCE TO P. SYRINGAE PV 
MACULICOLA 1); nucleotide binding / protein binding 

83 ppa015433m  0 RPP8 (RECOGNITION OF PERONOSPORA 
PARASITICA 8); nucleotide binding 
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84 ppa017506m  0 RPP8 (RECOGNITION OF PERONOSPORA 
PARASITICA 8); nucleotide binding 

85 ppa018885m  0 RPP8 (RECOGNITION OF PERONOSPORA 
PARASITICA 8); nucleotide binding 

86 ppa019683m  1.10E-09 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
87 ppa023712m  6.50E-09 disease resistance protein (CC-NBS-LRR class) 
88 ppa016937m  8.50E-09 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
89 ppa015461m  5.26E-08 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
90 ppa025473m  2.80E-05 disease resistance protein (TIR-NBS-LRR class) 
91 ppa024306m  0.000217 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
92 ppa027225m  0.000522 disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) 
93 ppa016991m  0.000617 disease resistance protein (TIR-NBS-LRR class) 
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Table 5-3 PHAS NBS-LRR genes in apple 

ID Gene ID miRNA 
trigger p-value Annotation 

1 MDP0000292704 miR2118a/b/c 0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
2 MDP0000291494 miR2118a/b/c 0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
3 MDP0000160232 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
4 MDP0000190531 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
5 MDP0000129088 miR482a 0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
6 MDP0000378930 miR482a 0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
7 MDP0000811129 miR482a 0 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
8 MDP0000906293 miR482a 0 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
9 MDP0000552270 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
10 MDP0000415930 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
11 MDP0000210772 miR482a 0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
12 MDP0000704323 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
13 MDP0000138499 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
14 MDP0000160821 miR482a 0 Disease_resistance_protein_At4g27190 
15 MDP0000258186 miR482a 0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
16 MDP0000279585 miR482a 0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
17 MDP0000279752 miR482a 0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
18 MDP0000464475 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
19 MDP0000295886 miR482a 0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
20 MDP0000472864 miR482a 0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
21 MDP0000233739 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
22 MDP0000734561 miR482a 0 Disease_resistance_protein_At4g27190 
23 MDP0000772634 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
24 MDP0000266556 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
25 MDP0000312668 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
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26 MDP0000161787 miR482a 0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
27 MDP0000223518 miR482a 0 Disease_resistance_protein_At4g27190 
28 MDP0000148024 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
29 MDP0000472974 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
30 MDP0000309995 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA1 
31 MDP0000286700 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
32 MDP0000119559 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
33 MDP0000136726 miR482a 0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
34 MDP0000191794 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
35 MDP0000410777 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
36 MDP0000174796 miR482a 0 Disease_resistance_protein_At4g27190 
37 MDP0000316884 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
38 MDP0000260531 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
39 MDP0000157081 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
40 MDP0000304601 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
41 MDP0000166800 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
42 MDP0000167895 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
43 MDP0000182552 miR482a 0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
44 MDP0000637744 miR482a 0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
45 MDP0000173380 miR482a 0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
46 MDP0000732188 miR482a 0 Disease_resistance_protein_At4g27190 
47 MDP0000174069 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
48 MDP0000213925 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
49 MDP0000724110 miR482a 0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
50 MDP0000810351 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
51 MDP0000287351 miR482a 0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
52 MDP0000168385 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
53 MDP0000195139 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
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54 MDP0000211316 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
55 MDP0000214360 miR482a 0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
56 MDP0000232600 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
57 MDP0000275398 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
58 MDP0000715013 miR482a 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
59 MDP0000131170 miR482b 0 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
60 MDP0000315988 miR482b 0 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
61 MDP0000315301 miR482b 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA1 
62 MDP0000311542 miR482b 0 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
63 MDP0000308801 miR482a/b 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RPP8-like_protein_1 
64 MDP0000901826 miR482b 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA1 
65 MDP0000301892 miR482b 0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
66 MDP0000182716 miR482b 0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA1 
67 MDP0000267866 miR482b 0 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
68 MDP0000284699 miR482b 0 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
69 MDP0000173414 miR482a 7.00E-10 Disease_resistance_protein_RPS5 
70 MDP0000164312 miR482b 5.35E-06 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
71 MDP0000307119 miR482a 6.16E-06 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
72 MDP0000146388 miR482b 2.75E-05 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
73 MDP0000312606 miR482a 6.81E-05 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
74 MDP0000215060 miR2118a/b/c 0.000202 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
75 MDP0000376600 miR2118a/b/c 0.000202 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
76 MDP0000573171 miR2118a/b/c 0.000202 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
77 MDP0000738080 miR482a 0.00044 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
78 MDP0000811127 miR482a 0.000566 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
79 MDP0000284479 miR482a 0.00057 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
80 MDP0000302574 miR482a 0.000585 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
81 MDP0000825919 miR482a 0.000585 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
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82 MDP0000220175 miR482a 0.000608 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
83 MDP0000272830   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
84 MDP0000553601   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
85 MDP0000265485   0 Probable_disease_resistance_RPP8-like_protein_2 
86 MDP0000300921   0 Probable_disease_resistance_RPP8-like_protein_2 
87 MDP0000272762   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
88 MDP0000634037   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
89 MDP0000641906   0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
90 MDP0000458200   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_At1g59780 
91 MDP0000296941   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
92 MDP0000380952   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_At4g19050 
93 MDP0000309287   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
94 MDP0000264960   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
95 MDP0000223201   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
96 MDP0000295375   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
97 MDP0000198228   0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
98 MDP0000624125   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
99 MDP0000209861   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
100 MDP0000432746   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_At4g19050 
101 MDP0000265756   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
102 MDP0000197733   0 Probable_disease_resistance_RPP8-like_protein_2 
103 MDP0000308635   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
104 MDP0000210751   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA1 
105 MDP0000569556   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
106 MDP0000157208   0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
107 MDP0000166759   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
108 MDP0000309588   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
109 MDP0000715969   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_At3g14460 
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110 MDP0000218445   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA1 
111 MDP0000291677   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
112 MDP0000263446   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
113 MDP0000582553   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
114 MDP0000453695   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_At4g19050 
115 MDP0000158933   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
116 MDP0000574827   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA1 
117 MDP0000157531   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
118 MDP0000579550   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
119 MDP0000399716   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
120 MDP0000759303   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
121 MDP0000150893   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
122 MDP0000735861   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
123 MDP0000292984   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
124 MDP0000584095   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
125 MDP0000657897   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_At4g19050 
126 MDP0000301983   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA1 
127 MDP0000309192   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_At1g50180 
128 MDP0000294102   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
129 MDP0000317557   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
130 MDP0000426020   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
131 MDP0000152934   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA1 
132 MDP0000189702   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
133 MDP0000184060   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
134 MDP0000275483   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
135 MDP0000457846   0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
136 MDP0000675339   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
137 MDP0000173694   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
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138 MDP0000207179   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
139 MDP0000306762   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
140 MDP0000290186   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
141 MDP0000662922   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
142 MDP0000578301   0 Disease_resistance_protein_At4g27190 
143 MDP0000126186   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
144 MDP0000205727   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
145 MDP0000280705   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
146 MDP0000601725   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
147 MDP0000241462   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
148 MDP0000135249   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
149 MDP0000142444   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
150 MDP0000273281   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
151 MDP0000725802   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
152 MDP0000125338   0 Probable_disease_resistance_protein_At5g63020 
153 MDP0000198998   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
154 MDP0000240942   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
155 MDP0000310628   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
156 MDP0000178216   0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
157 MDP0000195674   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
158 MDP0000260265   0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
159 MDP0000279176   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
160 MDP0000305882   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
161 MDP0000591990   0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
162 MDP0000294230   0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
163 MDP0000708478   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
164 MDP0000172886   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
165 MDP0000286805   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
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166 MDP0000693359   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
167 MDP0000816743   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
168 MDP0000169431   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
169 MDP0000202315   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
170 MDP0000247576   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
171 MDP0000317856   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
172 MDP0000127009   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
173 MDP0000151729   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
174 MDP0000171561   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_At3g14460 
175 MDP0000227547   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
176 MDP0000455346   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
177 MDP0000242361   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
178 MDP0000311735   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
179 MDP0000314069   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
180 MDP0000442056   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
181 MDP0000231100   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
182 MDP0000288587   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
183 MDP0000410696   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
184 MDP0000636042   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA1 
185 MDP0000252069   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
186 MDP0000284876   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
187 MDP0000573412   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
188 MDP0000159004   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
189 MDP0000166360   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
190 MDP0000206335   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
191 MDP0000268912   0 Probable_disease_resistance_protein_At5g63020 
192 MDP0000294503   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA1 
193 MDP0000468697   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
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194 MDP0000652037   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
195 MDP0000718279   0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
196 MDP0000737010   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
197 MDP0000569038   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
198 MDP0000668041   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
199 MDP0000901201   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
200 MDP0000154841   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
201 MDP0000158225   0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
202 MDP0000223442   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_At4g19050 
203 MDP0000292810   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
204 MDP0000310094   0 Probable_disease_resistance_protein_At5g66900 
205 MDP0000831734   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
206 MDP0000852369   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
207 MDP0000860172   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
208 MDP0000129379   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
209 MDP0000165280   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
210 MDP0000173893   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
211 MDP0000211709   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
212 MDP0000243301   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
213 MDP0000249539   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
214 MDP0000263006   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA1 
215 MDP0000278375   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA1 
216 MDP0000284090   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
217 MDP0000296620   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
218 MDP0000318995   0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
219 MDP0000430035   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
220 MDP0000540010   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_At3g14460 
221 MDP0000120040   0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
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222 MDP0000137113   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
223 MDP0000156373   0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
224 MDP0000162814   0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
225 MDP0000216428   0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
226 MDP0000227461   0 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
227 MDP0000233740   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
228 MDP0000258012   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
229 MDP0000259527   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
230 MDP0000291788   0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
231 MDP0000293114   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
232 MDP0000304705   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
233 MDP0000307215   0 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
234 MDP0000404538   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
235 MDP0000560245   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
236 MDP0000602346   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
237 MDP0000675405   0 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
238 MDP0000705431   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
239 MDP0000778327   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
240 MDP0000861936   0 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
241 MDP0000252903   4.00E-10 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
242 MDP0000204916   3.20E-09 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
243 MDP0000551160   5.00E-09 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
244 MDP0000703006   5.50E-09 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
245 MDP0000303507   2.27E-08 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_At3g14460 
246 MDP0000318389   2.82E-08 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
247 MDP0000292029   4.68E-08 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
248 MDP0000749757   6.41E-08 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
249 MDP0000200491   1.57E-07 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
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250 MDP0000277725   2.59E-07 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
251 MDP0000436696   2.88E-07 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
252 MDP0000531361   5.84E-07 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
253 MDP0000140010   6.34E-07 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
254 MDP0000216448   8.09E-07 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
255 MDP0000272435   1.32E-06 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
256 MDP0000197558   1.33E-06 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
257 MDP0000129374   3.73E-06 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
258 MDP0000532920   4.22E-06 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
259 MDP0000257201   4.26E-06 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
260 MDP0000284789   4.46E-06 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
261 MDP0000715979   5.98E-06 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
262 MDP0000259862   8.71E-06 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
263 MDP0000296048   1.03E-05 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA1 
264 MDP0000142781   1.08E-05 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
265 MDP0000252913   1.15E-05 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
266 MDP0000289959   1.42E-05 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
267 MDP0000210537   1.46E-05 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
268 MDP0000196621   1.57E-05 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA1 
269 MDP0000140978   1.88E-05 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
270 MDP0000676773   2.20E-05 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
271 MDP0000480725   2.24E-05 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_At1g50180 
272 MDP0000493661   2.58E-05 Probable_disease_resistance_RPP8-like_protein_2 
273 MDP0000140578   2.83E-05 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
274 MDP0000478441   3.87E-05 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
275 MDP0000136651   4.02E-05 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
276 MDP0000151475   4.37E-05 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_At3g14460 
277 MDP0000040083   5.23E-05 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
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278 MDP0000142273   7.30E-05 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
279 MDP0000681569   8.35E-05 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
280 MDP0000274330   0.000106 Disease_resistance_protein_RGA2 
281 MDP0000304378   0.00011 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA4 
282 MDP0000486133   0.000125 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
283 MDP0000667502   0.000133 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA1 
284 MDP0000403796   0.000178 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
285 MDP0000437040   0.000183 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
286 MDP0000308485   0.000229 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
287 MDP0000149577   0.000396 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
288 MDP0000827008   0.000397 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
289 MDP0000751862   0.0004 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
290 MDP0000130346   0.000411 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
291 MDP0000187390   0.000411 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA1 
292 MDP0000516713   0.000417 Disease_resistance_protein_RPM1 
293 MDP0000189848   0.00044 Putative_disease_resistance_RPP13-like_protein_1 
294 MDP0000192700   0.000489 Putative_disease_resistance_protein_RGA3 
295 MDP0000719767   0.000782 TMV_resistance_protein_N 
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Table 5-4 PHAS loci targeted by mdm-miR2118 

miRNA PHAS loci Align-
score 

Target-site 
position Strand Target-site sequence p-value 

mdm-miR2118a/b/c MDC013847.449:8650..11009 2 8703-8724 1 UGGGAUUUGGUGGCAUCGGUAA 0 
mdm-miR2118a/b/c MDC017425.176:8127..9509 2 8165-8186 1 UGGGAUUUGGUGGCAUCGGUAA 0 
mdm-miR2118a/b/c MDC007882.217:1853..3206 2 1861-1882 1 UGGGAUUUGGUGGCAUCGGUAA 0 
mdm-miR2118a/b/c MDC021042.366:7100..10015 2 9958-9979 -1 UGGGAUUUGGUGGCAUCGGUAA 0 
mdm-miR2118a/b/c MDC005296.140:6219..6918 2 6715-6736 -1 UGGGAGUUAGUGGCAUCGGUAA 0 
mdm-miR2118a/b/c MDC007579.331:5..901 3 841-862 -1 UAGGAUUUGGUGGCAUCGGUAA 0 
mdm-miR2118a/b/c MDC010300.238:13303..13649 2 13367-13388 1 UGGGAUUUGGUGGCAUCGGUAA 1.77E-06 
mdm-miR2118a/b/c MDC019637.224:17388..17815 2.5 17770-17791 -1 UGGGAGUUGGUGGCAUCGGUAA 3.22E-05 
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Appendix II Figures 

 
Figure 4-1 Identification of PHAS PPR genes and the trigger miRNA in peach. 

(A) Workflow of identifying PHAS genes/loci and miRNA trigger (reverse computation).  

(B) p-value distribution of all putative PHAS genes in peach. The p-value threshold of 

0.001 is indicated with a dotted line. 

(C) Stem-loop structures of the miR7122 homologues in peach (ppe-miR7122a and b) 

and apple (mdm-miR7122). Positions of miRNA and miRNA* sequences are marked in 

red and green, respectively; position of bulge in each stem-loop structure is marked with 

a light-blue circle.  
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(D) Phasing score and read abundance distribution along a PHAS PPR gene in peach 

flower and leaf tissues viewed together with PARE data in the Integrative Genomics 

Viewer (IGV). Phasing score was calculated based on the mapping results of 21-nt 

sRNAs (see METHODS). Paring of miR7122 and target site is denoted in the upper-right 

corner with the cleavage site marked with a small red arrow; grey gridlines show the 21-

nt phasing pattern set up by the miR7122 cleavage site. The gene transcription direction 

and miR7122 cleavage site confirmed by PARA data are denoted by a big arrow and a 

red bar, respectively.  
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Figure 4-2 TasiRNAs derived from miR7122-targeted PpTAS1/2 reinforce the 

silencing effect of PPR genes in peach. 

(A) Genomic configuration of PpTASL1/2, and their phasing score and read abundance 

distribution in peach flower and fruit tissues viewed together with PARE data in IGV. 

Phasing score was calculated based on the mapping results of 21-nt sRNAs (see 

METHODS). Grey gridlines show the 21-nt phasing pattern set up by the miR7122 

cleavage site. The gene transcription direction and miR7122 cleavage site confirmed by 

PARA data are denoted by big arrows and red bars, respectively. 

(B) Diagrams illustrating the pattern and position of secondary siRNAs (green squares for 

22 nt and yellow for 21nt) potentially targeting PPR genes. The miR7122 cleavage site 

(red bar) confirmed by PARE data set the phase for the phasiRNA production in both 

PpTASL1 and PpTASL2. Generated siRNAs are numbered in order (D1, 2, 3, etc.) with 

strand information indicated in parentheses ("+" for plus strand and "-" for minus strand). 

MiR7122-mRNA parings are denoted below with the cleavage site marked with a small 

red arrow.  
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Figure 4-3 Diverse miR7122-TASL-PPR-siRNA pathways identified.  

Four categories of miR7122-TAS(L)-PPR-siRNA pathways identified in nine plants are 

summarized. The dotted arc around the “PPR” represents the ability of processing 

secondary siRNAs. The length of trigger sRNA is indicated near the arrows. Category I: 

in peach and strawberry, PPR phasiRNA production was triggered by ppe-miR7122 and 

fve-PPRtri1/2, respectively, through direct targeting or the intermediation of TASL genes;  

Category II: in Arabidopsis and citrus, PPR phasiRNA generation was triggered either by 

miR173 and csi-miR7122, respectively, through the intermediation of TAS(L) genes, or 

by directly targeting of other miRNAs; Category III: in apple, tobacco, and grape, PPR 

siRNA production was triggered by miR7122 solely through the intermediation of TASL 

genes; Category IV, in soybean and Medicago, PPR phasiRNA generation was triggered 

by miR1509 through one or two layers of TASL-tasiRNA interactions or by direct 

targeting of gma-miR1508 in soybean as well. 
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Figure 4-4 miR7122-TASL-PPR-siRNA pathway identified in apple with distinct 

features. 

(A) Genomic configuration of MdTASL1 and its phasing score and read abundance 

distribution in apple flower and fruit tissues viewed in IGV. Phasing score was calculated 

based on the mapping results of 21-nt siRNAs (see METHODS). Position of two mdm-

miR7122 target sites are denoted in red (5' site) and grey (3' site) boxes; grey gridlines 

show the 21-nt phasing pattern set up by the 5' cleavage site of mdm-miR7122.  
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(B) A diagram illustrating the pattern of secondary siRNA biogenesis initiated by the 5' 

target site. Parings of mdm-miR7122with target sites are denoted below with the 

cleavage site marked by small red (5' site) and grey (3' site) arrows, respectively; two 

repetitive regions (R1 and R2) and tasiRNAs that trigger PPR phasiRNA production are 

individually labeled and indicated in boxes of different colors. Result of 5'-RLM-RACE 

is included in parentheses right below the 5' target site; the numbers separated by the 

backslash indicate the number of sequenced DNAs with 5'-end corresponding to the 

mdm-miR7122 cleavage site (10th position) and the number of total sequenced DNAs.  

(C) Double-stranded sequences of the two identical 83-bp regions (R1 and R2) with sites 

in phase with the 5' cleavage site indicated with grey dotted lines and the two identical 

tasiRNAs that trigger PPR phasiRNA production marked in pink or orange.  

(D) Position and conservation logo of the amino acid sequence encoded by the sequence 

targeted by the two trigger tasiRNAs. PPR repeat is denoted by orange boxes.  

(E) Length distribution of mdm-miR7122-triggered, MdTASL1-derived phasiRNA 

population.  

(F) Categories of MdTASL1-derived phasiRNAs and their function. SiRNAs are 

classified according to their size and their ability to target PPRs. 
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Figure 4-5 miRNA-TASL-PPR-siRNA pathway identified in strawberry and legume 

plants. 

(A) Stem-loop structures of strawberry miRNA triggers (fve-PPRtri1 and fve-PPRtri2) of 

PPR phasiRNA production. miRNA and miRNA* are marked in red and green, 

respectively, and bulges in stem-loop structures are indicated with a light-blue circle. 

Sequence comparison of fve-PPRtri1/2 is shown below.  

(B) Illustration of sequence co-targeted by fve-PPRtri1 and fve-PPRtri2. Numbers of 

genes potentially targeted by fve-PPRtri1/2 is illustrated in a doughnut chart below.  

(C) A diagram illustrating the miR1509-TASL-PPR-siRNA pathway with one or two 

layers of TASL-tasiRNA interaction in soybean and Medicago. TASL genes and pattern of 

their phasiRNA biogenesis are individually denoted. The 22 nt tasiRNAs that are capable 

of targeting or triggering phasiRNA production in TASL transcripts or PPRs are marked 

in red. The potential direct cleavage of PPR transcripts by the 22 nt tasiRNA, GmTASL-

L1-D2(-), is denoted with dotted line. The dotted arc around the “PPR genes” represents 

the ability of processing secondary siRNAs. 
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Figure 4-6 miRNA triggers share a common origin and show sequence similarity to 

many other miRNAs. 

(A) Conservation profile of foldback sequences of eight MIRNA genes with miRNA and 

miRNA* marked in red and green boxes, respectively. The sequence of the 61~94 bp 

region is denoted as dots and full view of the alignment can be found in Supplemental 

figure 4A online. Conservation degree of each nucleotide along MIRNA transcripts, as 

calculated by frequency, is correspondingly represented by colors, with dark color 

standing for a high level of conservation and light color for a low level.  

(B) Pairwise alignment scores (percentage) for each MIRNA gene.  

(C) Conservation profile of all the miR7122 homologues identified. Consensus sequence 

and conservation logo are included below.  

(D) Conservation profile of miR7122-related miRNAs. All the miRNA sequences were 

retrieved from miRbase (version 19). Position of the core sequences is marked with a red 

box. 
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Figure 4-7 MIR7122s are potentially evolved from MIR390s via MIR4376s.  

(A) Phylogenetic analysis of MIR7122-related MIRNA genes. Excerpted nucleotide 

sequences encompassing the miRNA, miRNA* and five nucleotide flanking sequences of 

them were aligned using CluastalW2 (see alignment in Supplemental file 1 online). The 

bootstrap consensus tree was inferred using the Maximum Likelihood method and 1,000 

bootstraps with bootstrap values (above 50) indicated near the nodes (see detailed steps in 

METHODS). Each major group is denoted with distinct colors.  
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(B) Conservation extent of miR7122-related miRNAs and PPR-siRNA pathway in plants. 

Boxes are highlighted if a miRNA or pathway was identified in at least one species for 

each of the plant families listed. Plant taxonomy was designated according to the 

Angiosperm Phylogeny Group classification III (APGII), as described by Cuperus et al 

(2010). Em: Embryophyta; Tr: tracheophyta; Sp: spermatophyta. Grey squares indicate 

that the existence of PPR-siRNA pathway cannot be determined due to the absence of 

sequenced genome. 

(C) A diagram illustrating the possible evolutionary history of MIR7122-related MIRNA 

genes. Branch width represents the antiquity of the corresponding MIRNA gene family. 

MYA: millions years ago.  
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Figure 4-8 Model proposed for miRNA evolution via duplication and 

neofunctionalization. 

For a given MIRNA gene, many miRNA variants are typically processed apart from 

the most abundant one, which we referred as mature miRNA (Stage I). This mature 

miRNA “A” is the functional one able to cleave the target gene, and the variants are 

normally of low-level abundance and nonfunctional (Stage I). Occasionally, for miRNAs 

from the same superfamily (), like super-miR7122 and super-miR4376, mutations 

occurred in the target site make the original mature miRNA “A” unable to cleave its 

target gene, but one of the variant “C” happens to complementarily pair with the target 

gene and cleave it. Or for miRNAs from different superfamilies (), the variant “C” 

gains function to target another gene different from the authentic target gene of the 

mature miRNA “A”. Conceivably, the functional variant switch (from “A” to “C” in ) 

or the newly-gained function (), conveying adaptive advantages, would give rise to the 

preferential processing of the variant “C”, and the “A” becomes less abundant (Stage II). 

After a long time, the variant “C” is evolved as the predominant mature miRNA, the 

previous “A” is almost lost (Stage III). During the long-time evolutionary process, more 

frequent mutations happens in regions of MIRNA genes other than the miRNA/miRNA* 

duplex because of less selection pressure imposed on those regions. Point mutations in 
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the foldback sequences, occurring as well in the miRNA/miRNA* region but at a much 

lower frequency, cause the change of the stem-loop structure and subsequent splicing 

shift, leading to the miRNA sequence shift.  
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Figure 4-S1 siRNA distribution along PpTASL1/2, a peach PPR gene and MdTASL1 
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(A/C) Dot plots and radar charts illustrating the siRNA production of PpTASL1/2 (A) and 

MdTASL1 (C). Target sites of miR7122 are indicated by small black arrows. Radar chart 

displays the abundance of reads corresponding to each of the 21 possible phasing 

registers, with the 5' end of the miRNA trigger guided cleavage of the target site defined 

as register 1. The total number of small RNAs mapping to that register is plotted as 

relative distance from the center. The transcript direction is denoted by big arrows on the 

upper-right corner. 

(B) Phasing score distribution along a peach PHAS PPR gene (ppa027230m). Parings of 

miRNA or tasiRNA and their target sites are denoted; grey gridlines show the 21-nt 

phasing pattern set up by the cleavage site of the PpTASL1-D2(-). A diagram showing the 

siRNA production pattern after the potential cleavage guided by the PpTASL1-D2(-) is 

included below. 
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Figure 4-S2 MIR7122-(TAS)-PPR-siRNA pathway is conserved in strawberry 

Phasing score distribution along a PHAS PPR gene (A) and three TAS-like loci (B) in 

strawberry. Pairings of fve-PPRtri1 or 2 and target sites are indicated correspondingly; 

genomic configuration of three TAS-like loci is denoted on the right of panel B; grey 

gridlines show the 21-nt phasing pattern set up by the cleavage site of fve-PPRtri1 or 2. 

The transcript direction is denoted by big arrows on the left or right side.  
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Figure 4-S3 Two layers of trans-acting interaction involved in the miR1509-TASL-

PPR-siRNA pathway in soybean and medicago. 

Phasing score distribution along TASL-L1s, TASL-L2s and PPRs are viewed together 

with PARE data in IGV. Parings of the trigger (miRNA or tasiRNA) and the target site 

are denoted for each gene with cleavage site marked with a small red arrow; grey gridline 

show the 21-nt phasing pattern set up by the cleavage site of the corresponding trigger. 

Uncleaved target site of TASL-L1s are indicated in grey boxes. Diagrams showing the 
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siRNA production pattern after the cleavage guided by trigger miRNAs or tasiRNAs are 

included below; tasiRNAs serving as triggers of next-layer TASL or PPR genes are 

highlighted in yellow. Red bars in the PARE data track indicates the values 

corresponding to the cleavage site of trigger miRNAs or tasiRNAs. The transcript 

direction is denoted by big arrows on the left or right side. 
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Figure 4-S4 Alignment of MIRNA genes. 

(A) Full view of multiple alignment of foldback sequences of eight MIRNA genes, with 

miRNA and miRNA* marked in red and green boxes, respectively.  

(B-E) Pairwise alignment of foldback sequences of MIRNA genes. Sequences of miRNA 

and miRNA* are highlighted in red or light-blue boxes, respectively; identical 

nucleotides within the miRNA aligned region are marked in light-blue. Overall similarity 

for each pair is included below each panel. 
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Figure 4-S5. Stem-loop structure of miRC1 in citrus. 

Stem-loop structure was produced by RNAfold. MiRNA and miRNA* are highlighted 

with red and green lines, respectively, with their corresponding sequences denoted beside. 
  

MiRNA: 

TCAAGTGAGGTTCGGT

 

MiRNA*: 

AAAGGCCGAACCTCAC
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Figure 4-S6 Phylogenetic analysis of PHAS PPR genes and distribution of target 

sites of miRNAs or tasiRNAs along PPR repeats. 

(A) Phylogenetic analysis of PHAS PPR genes identified in various plants. Multiple 

alignment of PPR genes was performed with Clustalw2 with similar settings with 

alignment results shown in Aupplemental file 2. Phylogenetic tree analysis for PPR genes 

was conducted using the neighbor-joining method by MEGA5. The bootstrap consensus 

tree inferred from 1000 replicates is taken to represent the evolutionary history of the taxa 

analyzed. Branches corresponding to partitions reproduced in less than 50% bootstrap 
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replicates are collapsed. The evolutionary distances were computed using the Poisson 

correction method and are in the units of the number of amino acid substitutions per site. 

The analysis involved 91 amino acid sequences. All positions with less than 50% site 

coverage were eliminated. There were a total of 560 positions in the final dataset. 

(B) Distribution of target sites of miRNAs or tasiRNAs along PPR repeats. Target sites 

of miRNAs or tasiRNAs are marked in yellow. 
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Picea abies 

Pab-miR391 (23 bp) 
Initial ΔG = -58.10  
        10        20        30        40         50   
|   A     G    C         U  AU    C      -  C      C  
GGUU AGUGG UUUC UUCGCAGGA AG  GGCG CGGCCU CU AUCUGG A 
CCAA UCGCC AAAG AAGCGUCCU UC  CCGC GCCGGA GA UGGACU G 
^   C     A    -         U  --    A      C  -      G  
 .        90         80          70         60        

 

Amborella trichophoda 

Atr-miR4376a (22 bp) 
Initial ΔG = -57.40  
        10         20        30        40        50        60        70         
     AA   UA  GAGA-|    C  G  U    CUG  A         GA                AUA    

UUA  
GAUAA  GUG  GA     GAGAG AU GA GAAG   UU UUGUCACAG  GAGAUGAUACUGGUUG   UAGA   

C 
CUGUU  UAC  CU     CUCUC UA CU UUUC   AA AACAGUGUC  CUCUACUAUGACCAAC   AUCU   

U 
     AC   UA  ACCAA^    C  A  -    UA-  C         G-                AA-    

UGU  
 150       140       130        120        110        100        90         

80  
 
 Atr-miR4376b (21 bp) 
 Initial ΔG = -55.90  

         10        20        30           40     
   U    C-    U  UC                    A---| UC  
GAU GGAU  UCCC GC  AGGAGAGAUGAUGCCGGCCA    UC  \ 
CUA CCUA  AGGG CG  UCUUCUCUACUACGGCCGGU    AG  U 
   C    CC    C  GA                    ACAC^ UC  
90        80        70        60        50       

 

Panicum virgatum 

Pvi-miR1432 (22 bp) 
Initial ΔG = -63.50  
        10        20        30        40         50         
   C     A  C     A            AUG        GC    -  --|   G  
GUG GUCCU AG UCAGG GAGAUGACACCG   UCGGACGG  CGAU CG  AGAU U 
UAC CAGGA UC AGUCC CUUUACUGUGGC   AGCCUGCC  GCUG GU  UCUA G 
   C     C  A     C            CGG        UA    U  CG^   C  
   110       100        90        80        70        60    

 

Hordeum vulgare 

hvu-miR1432 (21 bp) 
Initial ΔG = -66.00  
        10        20        30        40        50         
|               AGA         G   UCGAU      G    GC      A  
GGGUCCUGUGUUCAGG   GAUGACACC ACA     CGGAUG GUCG  UGGCUU A 
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CUCGGGAUACAAGUCC   CUACUGUGG UGU     GCCUAU UAGU  ACCGGA C 
^               GCC         A   UU---      G    --      U  
 .       100        90        80           70          60  

 

Mimulus guttatus 

Mgu-miR5225 (22 bp) 
Initial ΔG = -54.90 
        10        20        30          40   
  G                 A        CU--|      CUU  
GU GCGUCGCAGGAGAGAUG CACUUGAU    ACUUUCC   \ 
CA CGCGGCGUCCUCUCUGC GUGGGCUA    UGAAAGG   U 
  G                 C        ACUU^      UCG  
    80        70        60        50         

 

Nicotiana tabacum 

Nta-miR3627 (22 bp) 
Initial ΔG = -58.10  
        10        20        30        40        50             
  G  GG    A   G   U     CU       U         CA      ---|   AA  
AA GG  AUUG GGG GUC UGUCG  GGAGAGA GGCACUUAG  UUCUAU   UGGU  \ 
UU UC  UAAC CCC UAG ACAGC  UCUUUCU CCGUGAAUC  AAGGUA   ACCG  A 
  G  UU    A   G   C     UU       -         C-      AAA^   UA  
      110       100        90         80         70        60  

 

Solanum lycopersicum 

Sly-miR3627 
Initial ΔG = -46.70  
        10        20        30        40          50        60  
        A   A   U     C    G   U        CCA--|   U    AUU   AC  
AGAGAUUG GGG AUC UGUCG AGGA AGA GGCACUUG     UUCC UUUA   GGU  \ 
UCUUUAAC CUC UAG ACAGC UUCU UCU CCGUGAAU     AAGG AAAU   CCG  A 
        A   G   C     U    G   -        UAACC^   U    ---   UA  
       110       100        90         80        70             

 

Vitis vinifera 

Vvi-miR4376 (22 bp) 
Initial ΔG = -54.10  
          10        20        30        40        50    
U--|  GA        CU  UC             C  CGU    CAU    AU  
   GCA  GAAAGGUU  CU  GCAGGAGAGAUGA GC   CGCC   GUCC  U 
   UGU  CUUUCCAA  GA  CGUCCUCUUUACU CG   GCGG   CGGG  C 
AUG^  A-        AG  UA             A  ACC    AU-    AG  
    100         90        80        70         60       

 

Vvi-miR5225 (22 bp)  
Initial ΔG = -57.00  
        10               20        30        40        50       
         GA     GG-------|       C    A       C        UGAGCUG  
GGAGGGAGG  GGGAG         CUGGUGUC CAGG GAGAUGG ACCUGCUU       U 
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CUUCCUUCU  UCUUC         GACUACAG GUCC CUCUACU UGGACGAA       G 
         AA     AUCGUCGUA^       A    -       U        UUAGUUA  
      110       100        90         80        70        60    
 
 

Ppulus trichocarpa 

Ptr-miR3627 (22 bp) 
Initial ΔG = -78.70  
        10         20        30        40          50        60        70        

80   
           -     U   U          A      GC     .-AACCAUGGUCAUAUC|      U  UAU      

UA  
UAGAGGGGUUG GGGGU UCU GUCGCAGGAG GAUGGC  UAGCU                 AUAUAUA CA   

GGCAAG  \ 
GUUUCUUCAAC UCCCA AGG CAGCGUCCUC CUACCG  AUCGA                 UAUGUAU GU   

UCGUUC  U 
           G     C   U          -      AA     \ ---------------^      -  UUC      

AU  
   160       150       140        130                          100         90         
 
                                                     110  
                                                C      A  
                                                 AGCUGU A 
                                                 UCGAUA A 
                                                C      G  
                                              120         

 

Carica papaya 

Cpa-miR4376 (22 bp) 
 
Initial ΔG = -64.30  
         10        20        30        40          50       
        A-     U     C        G   GC    U     .-GU|    UCU  
AGGCAUAU  GAGAU UCCUA GCAGGAGA AUG  GCCG CAGCC    GCCUA   \ 
UUUGUGUA  CUCUA AGGAU CGUUCUCU UAC  CGGC GUCGG    UGGGU   C 
        CG     C     A        G   UA    C     \ --^    UAC  
 120       110       100        90        80         60     
 
                                                    70  
                                                    GA  
                                                GAGC  \ 
                                                UUCG  C 
                                                    AU  

 

Prunus persica 

Ppe-miR4376 (22 bp) 
Initial ΔG = -59.10  
         10        20        30         40         50       
    -  AG     CG   C                C-   G-|     AUGA    G  
GCAU UG  AGGUU  CUA GCAGGAGAGAUGGCGC  GUA  UCGGUC    CCCC U 
CGUA AC  UCCAA  GAU CGUCUUCUCUACCGUG  CGU  GGUCGG    GGGG U 
    U  GU     AG   A                AC   AG^     ----    G  
 .       100        90        80        70            60    
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Ppe-miR3627a (21 bp) 
Initial ΔG = -65.00  
        10        20        30        40         50          
|       U                    G      CAC    -   G    -  -  A  
AAAGAGGU GAGGGGUUCAUGUCGCAGGA AGAUGG   GGGA GCU UGCU CU CU A 
UUUCUUUA CUCCCCAAGUACAGUGUCCU UCUACC   UUCU CGA ACGA GA GG U 
^       U                    -      ---    A   -    C  C  U  
110       100        90         80           70         60   
 
 
 

Ppe-miR3627b (Prunus persica, 22 bp) 
Initial ΔG = -58.10  
         10        20        30        40          50  
      -    A   A  U         A              -    -| AA  
AAGUUG AGGG UUU UG UCGCAGGAG GAUGGCACUGUCUG UGGU GC  \ 
UUCAAU UCCC AAA AC AGUGUCCUC CUACUGUGGUAGAC ACCA CG  C 
      A    A   G  C         C              G    U^ AU  
  100        90        80        70        60          
 

 

Fragaria vesca 

Fve-miR3627a (22bp) 
Initial ΔG = -68.50  
            10        20        30        40         50          60     
        ----   AUC            A        UAC      -      .-A|      CGAGA  
AAGAGGUU    GGA   CUGUCGCAGGAG GAUGGCAC   CUAGCU UUACGC   UACGUAC     U 
UUCUUCAA    CCU   GACAGUGUCCUC CUACCGUG   GAUCGA GAUGUG   GUGCAUG     A 
        CGUC   AAU            -        UUC      C      \ -^      CAUAU  
       150       140       130        120       110             70      
 
                                                          80        90     
                                                         GUAAAUAUAU    AU  
                                                                   AUAG  \ 
                                                                   UAUC  G 
                                                         GUAGU-----    GA  
                                                                 100       

Fve-miR3627b (22bp) 
Initial ΔG = -70.20  
        10        20        30        40        50        60        70          
|    AUU     A                A     U   G   AAGUA   AUC               AU-   

CA  
AAGAG   GAGGG UUCUAUGUCGCAGGAG GAUGG ACG UGC     GCU   UGUUAUAUAUAGGAU   AUG  

\ 
UUUUC   CUCCC AAGAUACAGUGUCCUC CUACC UGU ACG     CGA   AUAAUAUGUAUCUUG   UAC  

U 
^    GAC     A                -     U   -   A----   GA-               ACU   

CG  
       140       130       120         110            100        90        80   
 
Fve-miR3627c (22bp) 
Initial ΔG = -80.40  
         10        20        30        40          50        60          70      
        A-  A  GUC            A             .-AG   GUU         A    U--|      

C  
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AAGAGGUU  AG GA   CUGUCGCAGGAG GAUGGCACGAGCU    CUA   UGUAUAUGU UGCU   
UACGUAU G 

UUCUUCAA  UC CU   GACAGUGUUCUC CUACCGUGUUCGA    GAU   AUAUAUAUA AUGG   
AUGCAUA A 

        CG  C  AAU            -             \ --   AC-         A    UCC^      
G  

  170       160       150        140                 100        90        80     
 
                                               110       120 
                                              AAGA       AU  
                                                  GCUGUUG  G 
                                                  CGACGAU  G 
                                              C---       GU  
                                                130          

 

Fve-miR5225 (22bp) 
Initial ΔG = -68.50  
         10        20        30        40        50        60        70        

80  
     AGA-|     CG  U    A    U    U               AAA       UGAU   UGAUU  A     

U  
GAGAG    GAUCGA  CG AGGG CUUC GUCG AGGAGAGAUGGCGCC   UGUAUGA    UAC     GU 

UAUGA \ 
CUUUC    UUAGCU  GC UCCC GAAG CAGC UUCUCUCUACUGCGG   GCGUACU    AUG     CG 

AUAUU G 
     AGAC^     AG  -    C    U    -               GUG       UAU-   UCAU-  -     

U  
     150       140        130        120       110       100         90            
 

 

Medicago truncatula 

Mtr-miR391 (21 bp) 
Initial ΔG = -52.20  
        10        20        30        40         50      
|        AA            C      G       CG   -   A  A   U  
GCAUGUGUA  AGGUUUGCUACG AGGAGA AUGAUGC  UCG AUC GC UCC \ 
CGUAUACGU  UCUAAACGAUGC UCUUCU UGCUACG  AGU UGG UG AGG U 
^        --            A      A       AG   A   A  -   U  
     100          90        80        70        60       
 
 

Citrus sinensis 

Csi-miR3627 (22 bp) 
Initial ΔG = -58.40  
         10        20         30        40         50       
        C-    AC             -| GG      C   -  CG     CGUG  
AAGAAGUU  AGGG  UCUUGUCGCAGGA GC  UGGCAC UGC AC  GCCGC    \ 
UUCUUCAA  UCCC  AGAACAGUGUCCU CG  ACCGUG ACG UG  UGGUG    U 
        AA    GA             A^ --      A   C  --     UAUG  
.       100        90        80          70          60     
 
 

Csi-miR5225 (22 bp) 
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Initial ΔG = -41.30  
        10        20        30        40        50         
|  U   UAU    GC     A  U        A   U  CC    CU        U  
ACA CAA   GUUU  CAUGC GG GAGAUGAU CCG CA  GCUG  CUCUUGUU \ 
UGU GUU   CAAA  GUGCG CC CUUUACUA GGC GU  CGGU  GGGGACAG C 
^  C   UUC    GA     C  U        A   C  --    UC        C  
 110       100        90        80          70        60   
 
 

Brassica napa 

Bna-miR391 (21 bp) 
Initial ΔG = -40.00  
        10        20        30        40       
|   UUC   U  C          G  C     CU      UAAG  
AAGG   GCU CG AGGAGAGAUA CG CAUCA  UCUUCU    \ 
UUCC   CGA GC UCCUCUCUAU GC GUGGU  AGAAGA    A 
^   UAA   U  A          G  A     --      UUUG  
        80        70        60          50     
 
 

Figure 4-S7 Stem-loop structures of newly identified miRNA homologues of the 

miR4376 superfamily. 

Structures were predicted using Mfold. MiRNA names were assigned according to the 

most similar miRNA hit retrieved by blasting the new miRNA sequence against miRbase 

(version 19). Mature miRNAs are highlighted in pink.  
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Figure 4-S8 Stem-loop structures of MIR7122s identified. 

Stem-loop structures were produced by RNAfold. Mature miRNAs are marked with 

red lines; position of bulges in miRNA/miRNA* duplex is indicated with light-blue 

arrows.  
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Figure 5-1 miR482/2118 in apple and peach 

(A) miRNA alignment of the miR482/2118 superfamily in apple. Nucleotide 

conservation in each position is denoted with various colors with dark color 

corresponding to a high level conservation and light color to a low level. Consensus 

sequence and conservation logo are included below.  

(B) miRNA alignment of the miR482/2118 superfamily in peach. Six miR482/2118 

members clustered in the same scaffold are marked in the red box. 

(C) Stem-loop structure of six miR482/2118 members. miRNA and miRNA* position are 

highlighted in red and green, respectively. The distances between two close miRNAs are 

indicated.  
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